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Highlights and lowlights

Walking the talk

Our strategic goal as a member of the MOL 
Group is to operate in integration with Slovnaft 
Petrochemicals, s.r.o. as the regional market 
leader. The production and sales of the two 
companies have been harmonized to meet 
that end. Substantial synergies and efficiency 
benefits have been achieved by optimiz-
ing services and developing the portfolio of 
products. Our market position strengthened 
as a result of the expansion of our produc-
tion capacity in 2006, which created oppor-
tunities for utilizing the promising surge of 
regional polymer utilization. We have contin-
ued to exploit synergies along the complete 
value chain. Improving market conditions 
have allowed us to achieve good results by 
producing and selling record volumes. We 
continued focusing on sales and operating 
excellence which demands that we put heavy 
emphasis on increasing the revenues from 
our new products by managing our customer 
and product portfolios using active means. 
By continuing the modernization and effi-
ciency improvement measures launched in 
production we lay firm foundations for our 
plants to maximize their availability rates and 
to minimize exposures to safety and environ-
mental risks.

The advantages of integration: TVK as 

a member of the MOL Group

MOL Group Petrochemical Division includes 
TVK and Slovnaft Petrochemicals, s.r.o., 
which was set up as a fully owned petro-
chemical subsidiary of Slovnaft, a.s. in 2006.
TVK and Slovnaft Petrochemicals are the 
only producers of ethylene in Hungary and 
Slovakia, respectively. Both companies 
enjoy robust market positions both domes-
tically and in other countries of Central and 
Eastern Europe. Our fundamental common 
objectives calls for continuing to strengthen 
direct presence with a focus on Central and 
Eastern European polyolefin markets and for 
delivering high product quality and excellent 
services to customers in these territories, 
whilst engaging directly with plastic process-
ing operations active in our new markets. To 
achieve than in, the polymers produced by 
both Slovnaft Petrochemicals and TVK are 
distributed via TVK’s own sales network. The 
single channel sales arrangement improves 
our efficiency in European markets.
Integration has helped both companies 
upgrade their range of products and secure 
competitive advantages for the partners in 
their respective markets. The common prod-
uct portfolio includes LDPE, unimodal and 
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bimodal HDPE, PP homo-polymer, PP block 
and random copolymer types. The total 
capacity of the petrochemical operations of 
TVK and Slovnaft Petrochemicals to produce 
plastic feedstock reaches 1.2 million tons per 
annum as a result of a capital expenditure 
projects implemented in recent years. That 
capacity has propelled the two companies 
jointly to the position of the largest producer 
of plastic feedstock in Central Europe and 
helped it become a stable supplier of the 
European market. 

The strategy of TVK brings the simultaneous 
achievement of business performance objec-
tives, environmental and social goals into 
sharp focus. TVK attaches high priority to its 
staff commitments, to creating safe working 
conditions, to its environmental commit-
ments, to quality awareness, to commitment 
to its employees and to its social responsi-
bility. The environmental and social goals 
attached to our business performance objec-
tives are achieved by applying our HSE poli-
cies and through the quality, environmental, 
health and safety systems we apply.

Operating a Central Laboratory, which coop-
erates closely with the HSE organization and 
is accredited to perform several environmen-
tal tests lends additional robustness to the 
system TVK employs as the laboratory can 
support the special goals of conserving the 
environment whenever the need arises.
Standardized management systems, such 
as the Environmentally Oriented Manage-
ment System (EOMS), the Quality Manage-

ment System (QMS) and the Labour Health 
and Safety Management System (LHSMS) 
guarantee compliance with the relevant 
regulations (laws, regulatory requirements, 
standards, etc.).

The company developed in, and has main-
tained since 2005, an Integrated Manage-
ment System (IMS), which is certified under 
ISO 9001:2000, ISO 14001:2004 and OHSAS 
18001:1999. The system serves to support 
the profitability and the efficiency of opera-
tions, and is in line with quality and HSE poli-
cies and the goals set based on those.

Our senior management defined our quality 
policy in line with the TVK’s statement of its 
vision, mission, core values and strategy and 
on the basis of the Management Declaration 
of MOL Group. The quality policy contains a 
commitment by management to the imple-
mentation and continuous improvement of 
quality. We have defined measurable qual-
ity, environmental, labour health and safety 
targets for each level of the organization on 
the basis of the guidelines set in MOL Group’s 
HSE policy and in TVK’s Quality Policy State-
ment.
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2006 was a record year in the history of TVK. 
The company broke a record by reaching 
over HUF twenty billion of operating profits, 
the largest sales income ever as well as the 
highest operating and net profit of the past 
decade. These outstanding results were 
realized under the pressure of unfavourable 
feedstock and energy prices. There were also 
simultaneous positive changes in the exter-
nal market and economic environment that 
helped the company set the new perform-
ance records.

Reaching record sales income and margin 
in 2006 was also of great significance from 
the perspective of customers as it indicates 
that TVK will continue to be a reliable part-
ner of the highest ranking and that it has the 
capacity to raise the funds for investing into 
development. 

Continuing the integration into MOL Group 
successfully. In 2006, the Group had the 
capacity to produce 1.2 million tons of poly-
olefin a year and was ranked as the sixth larg-
est producer of HDPE and PP and the tenth 
largest producer of LDPE in the European 
market of polyolefins.

Joint efforts with the Petrochemical Divi-
sion of Slovnaft in sales, improved customer 
service through the common use of the sales 
network. The company operates offices in 

Austria, the United Kingdom, France, Poland, 
Germany, Italy and Russia. We also opened 
representations in the Ukraine and in Roma-
nia in 2006 in order to strengthen our direct 
presence in those strategic markets.

The 2006 Customer Satisfaction Survey also 
supports the outstanding performance and 
efficiency of TVK in supplying information to 
customers, which is owing to its Customer/
Product Information Policy and direct 
customer relations.

The costs incurred through complaints about 
quality, packaging and transportation prob-
lems dropped substantially from 2005.

Developing, testing and introducing new 
products.

SGS Hungária Kft. audited successfully and 
certified our Integrated Management System 
in April 2006.

The successful supervisory audits of the 
Testing Laboratory of Technical Inspection 
(which also covered expanding the scope 
of accreditation) and the Central Laboratory 
under the Hungarian standard MSZ EN ISO/
IEC 17025:2001 were major jobs in the opera-
tion of our accredited laboratories.

Full compliance with environmental respon-

Overview of 2006 perfor-
mance
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sibilities by spending close to HUF nine 
hundred million.

Maintaining and improving a safe working 
environment, closing the year without a fatal 
accident.

Improving accident statistics since 2000.

Strengthening the employee acceptance and 
commitment to corporate targets in the field 
of Health, Safety and Environment.

Successfully completion of the “Month of 
Safety” series.

Enlarging the scope and coverage of health 
screening and health checks of employees.

Spending in the range of HUF one hundred 
million on sponsorship, donations and 
support in successful long term cooperation 
projects.

Staff wages top level of average wages in 
Hungary both in the petrochemical sector 
and in terms of the national average.

Operating a system of embracing new ideas 
to improve the level of motivation of employ-
ees.
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2006 was a record year in the history of our company. We are truly proud that Tiszai Vegyi 
Kombinát reached the largest sales level ever with over HUF twenty billion in operating profits 
last year. We realized this outstanding achievement despite unfavourable changes in feedstock 
and energy prices.

The commissioning of new production units render the advantages we can utilize as a member 
of the MOL Group even more important , especially through the stability of feedstock supply 
and co-product placement as well as the coordination of sales channels and developments. 
Harmonizing the petrochemical activities of TVK and Slovnaft with a view to reaping market 
benefits continued in the MOL Group Petrochemical Division.

The company does not measure success only in terms of economic ratios. We attach equal 
importance to relations with our immediate and broader environment, including our custom-
ers and business partners, as well as the inhabitants of our region, the non-governmental and 
municipal organizations in and around Tiszaújváros and last but not least the employees of the 
company. Customer satisfaction in not only a measure of it is also a condition precedent to 
business excellence. Our full awareness of the responsibility we share for future generations 
makes it crystal clear that the business we pursue will not be successful and profitable in the 
long run unless we pay close attention to the conservation and Sustainable Development of the 
environment, which – considering our common future – could be another social benefit of our 
activities that complements the profitability of the business that our shareholders expect.

It is in this spirit that we are pleased to present our fourth Sustainable Development Report, 
which covers our commitment to this cause, including the goals we set and achieved for Health, 

Letter from the CEO

Dear Partner,
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Safety and Environment (HSE) in 2006, the 
challenges for 2007 and a discussion of our 
operating environment which also influenced 
the business of the company heavily in 2006.

We have developed and keep upgrading a set 
of key performance indicators (KPI) in rela-
tion to HSE to improve the accuracy of meas-
urements. An example includes our Road 
Accident Rate (RAR), which was introduced 
and evaluated for the first time last year. The 
RAR value can be reduced by rolling out a 
defensive approach to driving. To achieve 
that end, a course of theoretical instruction 
and practical training has been started for 
employees with the largest mileage record 
and the victims of road accidents.

As a measure of the number of incidents of 
lost time injury per one million hours worked 
Lost Time Injury Frequency (LTIF) is regarded 
to be an indicative benchmark both inside the 
MOL Group and internationally. The LTIF of 
the company continued to improve last year.

We had been granted IPPC licences for all of 
the affected plants by late 2006.
TVK and MOL manage past environmental 
liabilities as part of a common project. The 
two companies concluded a cooperation 
agreement in 2006 providing the acceptance 
of joint liability for pollution management.

The regional environmental authority 
approved the medium and long term work 
plans of the two companies, which envisage 
first of all a risk based approach to managing 
liabilities. The work plan provides continuous 
optimization of environmental expenditures, 
pollution management solutions and sched-
ules the creation of a complete map of expo-
sures by 2009 as the first major milestone in 
the process. The map of exposures will help 
redefine environmental objectives and the 
related priorities of implementation in the 
medium term. The quantification of commit-
ments will reflect all new or modified pieces 
information emanating from the implementa-
tion of the work plan.

We have performed the duties accepted in 
our waste management plan, including as 
a highlight the introduction of the selective 
collection of municipal solid waste. Accord-
ingly, 14 locations at the TVK site have been 
converted into dual function waste collection 
islands that support the selective collection 
of paper and plastic waste.

To eliminate VOC emissions in excess of 
control limit, HUF 80 million has been spent 
in a capital expenditure project to construct 
a thermal incinerator unit in the oil separa-
tion pool of the Olefin 1 plant. The unit was 
commissioned on 22nd January 2007.

This Report lists a series of examples for the 
reader to judge our commitment to Sustain-
able Development, which is also under-
pinned by close to HUF 900 million allocated 
to our environmental responsibilities. The 
data and the results emanate from conscious 
and strenuous efforts, some of which are 
outstanding and some posing the need for 
future improvements. 

I am convinced that we will be able to give 
account to you of new ground covered next 
year.

Olvasó Árpád
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Integrating the 
sustainability 
approach
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Core business:
• Olefin production (the production and 
wholesale distribution of ethylene and 
propylene monomers and olefin-production 
co-products)
• Polymer production, i.e. the production 
and wholesale distribution of low, medium 
and high density polyethylene (LDPE, MDPE 
and HDPE) and polypropylene (PP copolymer 
and homogeneous polymer)

TVK supplies feedstock to several Hungar-
ian, Central European, Western and Eastern 
European small and medium sized plastic 
processing operations. Based on its capac-
ity features and strategic plans the company 
had developed a proprietary sales network 
to cover several countries in Western Europe 
several years ago. TVK operates an independ-
ent office in nine countries, including six fully 

owned subsidiaries. Its products are present 
in more than forty countries.
As a member of the MOL Group of compa-
nies, TVK plays an active and successful role 
in the efforts pursued by MOL, Slovnaft and 
TVK to utilize synergies. It was exactly this 
idea that motivated the establishment of the 
Petrochemical Division in early 2004 and now 
Slovnaft’s Tatren and Bralen products are also 
marketed via TVK’s sales network as part of 
the cooperation between TVK and Slovnaft. 
TVK shares are traded on the Budapest Stock 
Exchange and on the International Order of 
Book of the London Stock Exchange.

About us

Who we are

Seated in Tiszaújváros, Tiszai Vegyi Kombinát (TVK Plc.) is 
a leading participant of the polyethylene and polypropylene 
market in Eastern Central Europe and Hungary’s key integrated 
petrochemical company.
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Changes in Ownership Structure

Ownership structure
Holdings (%)

December 31, 2005
Holdings (%)

December 31, 2006

Hungarian institutional/corporate 44.34 46.16

Foreign institutional/corporate 39.48 52.80

Hungarian private investors 0.01 0.77

Foreign private investors 0.00 0.02

Employees 0.77 0.00

Unidentified holders of equity shares 15.40 0.25

TOTAL 100.00 100.00

Number of shares 24,423,843 24,290,843

Shareholders with More Than 5% Interest in the Equity Capital 
Total on December 31, 2006
Shareholder Holdings (%)

MOL Hungarian Oil & Gas Plc. 44.55

CE Oil & Gas Beteiligung und Verwaltung AG 31.56

Slovnaft, a.s. 8.06
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Vision
TVK should play a leading role in the pet-
rochemical business by way of a mutually 
beneficial system of partnerships designed 
to secure a key position for the company in 
Central Europe by implementing corporate 
developments and through other opportuni-
ties and by strengthening TVK’s role as an in-
dependent supplier in the integrated market 
of the European Union.

Mission
Our customers should associate the name of 
TVK with quality and reliability.
Our employees should be proud of being part 
of dynamic development in an environment 
of dignity.
We keep increasing the value of the company 
and are held in confidence by our sharehold-
ers.

Our core values
The core values that make our mission attain-
able are:
Highly qualified, creative and motivated 

employees.
Commitment through a sense of responsibil-
ity for health, safety and the natural environ-
ment.
Business relations based on mutual benefits.
Quality consciousness immersing the opera-
tion of the company.

Commitment to basic SD Prin-
ciples

We exercise prudence in our commitments 
to recognize the interest of our environment, 
society and TVK employees.
We aspire to high standards in realizing our 
targets so as to retain our competitiveness 
and the favourable position we currently 
occupy. We keep developing and reviewing 
our processes. 
Independent auditors review our economic, 
environmental, labour safety and quality 
activities on an ongoing basis. Our perform-
ance is publicly accessible over the Inter-
net, in our annual report and sustainability 
reports.

Our vision and values
Our corporate Vision is inseparable from our Core Values and the Mission 
superimposed on those values.
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Reporting scope
Following previous years’ practice, TVK has 
taken note of the Global Reporting Initiative 
Guideline (GRIG). This is the fourth issue of 
the TVK SD Report, and includes a summary 
of the results, performance and development 
of TVK in the year under review. Aggre-
gated data are reported for the operations 
of TVK. Our reporting rules require that we 
publish only one integrated printed version, 
in Hungarian and English, which is also made 
available in electronic format to meet exter-
nal demand. Readers who found this report 
interesting and wish to know more about the 
processes and the systems operated at TVK 
are directed to the TVK website (www.tvk.
hu).
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Results and 
objectives
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Objectives Fulfilment

No fatal work accident. No fatal work accident in 2006.

Year end LTI not to exceed 7. LTI: 5

Year end LTIF not to exceed 2.65.. LTIF: 2.08

Year end TROIF to come to 0. TROIF: 0

Number of fires not to exceed 2. Fires: 4, value of damage: HUF 43.5 million

Organize 15 fire and loss prevention drills. Drills conducted as planned.

Reduce gas emissions in exhaust from D 8701-02 
below control limit. Install and commission 
equipment TVK selected under contract.

A thermal secondary incinerator was installed to 
manage the gases of the oil separation unit of the 

Olefin-1 plant in 2006 and was commissioned in 
2007.

Volume of hazardous waste generated not to 
exceed 2400 tons.

Volume of hazardous waste generated: 2426 tons.

Release the amount (HUF 834.2 million) 
specified for 2006 from the funds provisioned for 
environmental purposes to ensure the fulfilment 
of environmental responsibilities by performing 
jobs as scheduled.

Scheduled jobs were performed in due course.
Value of provisions released: HUF 486.84 million

Fulfilment of 2006 targets
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Future challenges
Long-term economic performance targets

We aim for the continuous improvement of shareholder value and competitive-
ness by:
• creating the conditions for efficient operations, 
• utilizing MOL Group synergies and business opportunities, 
• continuing to strengthen market positions, and by 
• continuing to optimize the product portfolio. 

We pursue a dynamic development strategy and in doing so give priority to:
• responding proactively to market challenges, 
• increasing capacity, and
• exploring efficiency reserves on an ongoing basis.

Production targets for 2007:
continuing to widen and optimize the product portfolio,• 
maximizing plant availability and reaching optimum levels of capacity utilization, and• 
continuing modernization and efficiency boosting projects.• 

Sales targets for 2007:
utilizing the opportunities existing in the region at the highest level of efficiency, • 
improving technical counselling and logistics services,• 
increase sales income from new products through successful customer and portfolio manage-• 
ment, utilizing synergies, and
developing further the quality of sales related services.• 

The company underscores the development of solutions needed to ensure con-
tinuous growth, to curb operating costs and the load on the environment and to 
promote the safety of operations. With that in mind, the targets for Petrochemi-
cal Process and Project Development are as follows:

develop polyolefin products continuously in response to customer requirements,• 
quality rating of PE 100 pipe grade products while ensuring excellent quality, • 
ensure cost efficiency through optimizing the quantity and quality of feedstock and auxiliary • 
materials used,
pursue product development projects targeted at producing polyolefin products of smaller • 
environmental load,
develop processes designed to reduce the load on the environment (modernize the degassing • 
of LDPE 2 products),
develop processes targeted at improving product quality and at ensuring the continuity and • 
stability of plant operations (install APC units in the Olefin-2 and HDPE-2 plants and reduce 
oligomer presence in the products of the HDPE-2 plant).
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2007 Environmental protection targets
The aggregate volume of hazardous waste generated by normal operations and in connection • 
extraordinary cases not to exceed 1500 tons.
Improve the efficiency of waste management to achieve a HUF 20 million, year-on-year reduc-• 
tion in the costs incurred by hazardous waste decontamination with 2006 as reference year.
Reduce pollutant emissions from the LDPE-2 and the quench oil draining unit.• 
Final termination of the operation of the pond system used for follow-up purification.• 

2007 Social and HR targets
Continue the HR strategy developed for the period between 2006 and 2010 in support of the • 
business objectives of MOL.
No work related fatalities among employees and subcontractors.• 
LTIF not to exceed 2.04.• 
TROIF not to exceed zero.• 
Number of fires not to exceed two.• 
Keep road accident ratio (RAR) below 5.4 by promoting the culture of defensive driving.• 
Use TRIPOD methodology of investigating at least 40% of all reportable HSE events.• 
Hold 15 fire and hazard prevention drills.• 
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How we achieve 
our goals

Our strategy for 2006-2010 

The strategy of TVK focuses on realizing 
economic performance targets, environmen-
tal and social goals simultaneously.
As an economic target, TVK continues to 
pursue the aim of continuously increasing its 
efficiency, competitiveness and profitability, 
seeks to maintain its petrochemical leader-
ship in the region by exploiting the regional 

growth of polymer consumption.
The strategy of TVK is aligned to the strat-
egy of MOL Group, which has targeted 
asset development and the creation of part-
nerships, in that it focuses on reaping the 
benefits emanating from the TVK – Slovnaft 
Petrochemicals (SPC) integration and on 
value creation at TVK and MOL Group level.
Major petrochemical success factors continue 
to include safe feedstock supply, a strong 

We continuously develop and review our processes. Our operations focus on 
quality. Our business operations are characterised by the highest level of 
integrity and transparency.

Policies and strategies
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regional position, an efficient asset base and 
growth. 
Growth relies on efficiency improvement, 
upgrading and optimization programs relat-
ing to the asset portfolio and in terms of the 
market, on the new methods of market analy-
sis, a flexibly responsible product portfolio 
and the increased efficiency of sales owing 
to the new sales concept along with our 
customer focus approach. 
Our market strategy calls for meeting the 
rapidly increasing demand for polymer 
from countries east and south of Hungary 
whilst retaining our market share in Western 
Europe.
The environmental and social goals attached 
to our business performance objectives are 
upheld in our HSE policy and through the 
quality, environmental, health and safety 
systems we apply.
New potential markets include countries 

to the East and South of Hungary (see map 
below). (SD 2005 p15)

Our Quality and HSE Policy

Policies
Quality policy• 
HSE policy• 
HSE core values• 

Standardized management systems, such 
as the Environmentally Oriented Manage-
ment System (EOMS), the Quality Manage-
ment System (QMS) and the Labour Health 
and Safety Management System (LHSMS) 
guarantee compliance with the relevant 
regulations (laws, regulatory requirements, 
standards, etc.).
The company maintains an Integrated 
Management System (IMS), which is certified 
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under ISO 9001:2000, ISO 14001:2004 and 
OHSAS 18001:1999. The system serves to 
support the profitability and the efficiency of 
operations, and is in line with quality and HSE 
policies and the goals set based on those.
Our senior management defined our HSE 
policy in line with the TVK’s statement of its 
vision, mission, core values and strategy and 
on the basis of the Management Declaration 
of MOL Group. The quality policy contains a 
commitment by management to the imple-
mentation and continuous improvement of 
quality and HSE processes. These processes 
mean more than the excellent quality of our 
products, the high-level fulfilment of customer 
requirements and the exacting expectations 
imposed on suppliers. We positioned qual-
ity and HSE awareness as core values of the 
highest priority in managing and operating 
the company and in its relationship with its 
social and economic environment.
We have defined measurable quality, envi-
ronmental, labour health and safety targets 
for each level of the organization on the 
basis of the guidelines set in the policy docu-
ments. Corporate level targets are approved 
by the Chief Executive Officer of TVK, whilst 
the senior managers set targets for their 
respective business units and check imple-
mentation. In 2006, we continued to convert 
our previous organization based system of 
controlling to a new process oriented system 
of controls in line with MOL Group expecta-
tions. This transformation process is still 
in progress and is expedited to ensure that 
integrated processes are mapped swiftly into 
control procedures using the new methodol-
ogy. The transformation project is expected 
to finish by late 2007.
TVK looks upon its proactive strategy as a 
key component and a road to follow. To aid 
implementation and to maintain proactive 
approaches, TVK openly communicates its 
past achievements and future aspirations 
so as to be able to maintain safer working 
conditions for all of its employees through an 
awareness of set targets.

We are committed to protecting health and 
conserving the environment, to labour safety 
and to community values. This commitment 
is published in our HSE policy.
“TVK is aware that the creation and develop-
ment of corporate approaches characterized 
by environmental consciousness and giving 
priority to safety at work are fundamental 
requirements on the way to achieving its long 
term goals under the token of sustainable 
development.”

In October 2005, the company developed its 
basic HSE principles, which it disseminates 
to all parties concerned as a tool designed to 
promote the culture of safety at work.

“Our philosophy claims that all HSE incidents 
can be prevented!”

Code of Ethics

The overarching and main manual of the 
company is the MOL Group code containing 
rules of conflict of interest, ethical norms 
and rules of conduct. In addition to laying 
down legal norms, this guideline specifies 
the ethical expectations that serve to protect 
the business interests and net assets of 
the company and includes a code of ethi-
cal conduct demanded of employees at the 
workplace.
The Code of Ethics sets out the following 
standards:
• It is strictly forbidden to grant unfair advan-
tage, to assert interests immorally and to 
disclose business management information 
to unauthorised parties in order to ensure 
giving effect to the highest level of moral and 
ethical standards in TVK’s business adminis-
tration.
• We demand that our employees avoid all 
possible forms of conflict of interest between 
the position they fill in the company and their 
personal interests and relations. The company 
attaches high priority to avoiding insider trad-
ing in securities and the provision of insider 
advice.
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• The Code of Ethics identifies non-discrim-
ination and maximum respect for human 
dignity as key moral standards along with 
the compliance with moral requirements 
in employee relations with each other and 
between superiors and subordinates.

The basic principles laid out above serve the 
fulfilment of our responsibilities for share-
holder value, customer satisfaction, society 
and our employees.
The Company operates an Ethics Committee 
with the responsibility to ensure compliance 
with the moral standards that go beyond 
legal provisions. The Committee works to its 
own rules of procedure in investigating and 
in making proposals to sanction the ethical 
misdemeanours it becomes aware of.
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TVK attaches high priority to applying a corpo-
rate governance system that meets even the 
most exacting expectations. Accordingly, 
our corporate governance system complies 
with the requirements of the Budapest Stock 
Exchange, the guidelines of the Hungarian 
Financial Supervisory Authority and effective 
capital market regulations. Furthermore, TVK 
regularly reviews the principles it applies in 
order to comply with international best prac-
tices in this area of the business as well.

The General Meeting (GM) is the supreme 
body of the company and is the organ for 
shareholders to pass resolutions about key 
issues affecting the operation of the company 
and reserved for the exclusive competence of 
the GM. The GM is the vehicle for sharehold-
ers to exercise control over the company.

The governing body of is the Board of Direc-
tors (BoD), which is collectively responsible 
for every corporate operation. As the govern-
ing body of TVK with collective responsibility, 
the BoD looks upon increasing shareholder 
value, improving effectiveness and efficiency, 
ensuring the transparency of operations, 
managing risks, protecting the environment 
and guaranteeing safe working conditions as 
top priorities for its activities and goals. TVK 
and its subsidiaries form a unified whole, 
hence the Board treats the enforcement of 
the aforementioned principles and goals and 
the group level rollout of TVK culture as its 
primary responsibility and obligation.
The BoD is aware that, as a body, it is respon-
sible for the results and the performance of 
the TVK Group and for all of its operations; 
it sees shareholder expectations clearly and 
does its best to bring corporate operations 
in line with those expectations. The Board 
monitors and evaluates the operating envi-

ronment and the performance of the group of 
companies so as to ensure maximum satis-
faction of shareholder expectations.
The BoD delegated certain responsibilities 
to permanent committees it set up for the 
purpose. The Finance and Audit Committee 
is responsible for promoting the efficiency 
of the Board regarding issues related to 
finance, risk management and financial audit. 
The committees are authorised to propose 
preliminary resolutions in matters specified 
in a List of Decision Making Competencies 
(LDMC), which provides the division of the 
scope of competence between the Board and 
management.

Commissioned by the shareholders, the 
Supervisory Board exercises control over the 
management of the Company on behalf of 
the General Meeting.

Fundamental operating principles
The functional model of TVK Group 
comprises the orchestrated operation of 
Business and Functional Units and the opera-
tions of its member companies. In perform-
ing its governance and control function, the 
company manages the independent busi-

Governance systems

Corporate governance structure
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nesses in blocks in line with the operating 
model designed for the TVK Group especially 
as regards issues related to markets, opera-
tions and development and to the provision 
of services to, and to other entities by, these 
businesses. The TVK model of organization 
and operation aims to develop the optimum 
between centralization and decentraliza-
tion. The functional model intends to ensure 
on the one hand central governance of and 
control over the functions required to operate 
the company and the group successfully and 
on the other hand the ability of its production 
branches to accommodate to market require-
ments rapidly and flexibly and to enjoy an 
appropriate level of independence.

Regulation system
The regulation system of TVK has been devel-
oped and is operated in full compliance with 
external requirements and with MOL Group 
rules applicable to group affiliates. Using 
group level rules serves two objectives: on 
the one hand to implement uniform Corpo-
rate Governance at MOL Group level and on 

the other hand to reap the benefits of syner-
gies between standard processes through 
Group level orchestration of the regulation 
system.

Main Corporate Governance 
documents

Rules of Corporate Operations (RCF)
The RCF lays down the general rules for the 
operation organizational units in TVK and 
offers guidelines regarding the operation of, 
division of labour and connections between 
the companies controlled by way of owner-
ship rights.

Operational and Organizational Rules 
(OOR)
The OOR is the highest level in the hierarchy 
of rules governing corporate operations, and 
as such “translates” MOL Group strategies 
into fundamental operating rules, determines 
MOL Group corporate governance philoso-
phy, its vision as well as the key rules and 
principles of operating decision making and 
control mechanisms and organization plan-
ning. The OOR provides a general govern-
ance framework for developing the various 
types of regulatory components.

Description of Tasks and Responsibili-
ties (DTR)
The DTR breaks down the rules of corporate 
governance and organization planning set 
forth in the OOR into organizational struc-
ture (organization chart and brief descrip-
tion of the organization). It specifies the key 
responsibilities of each unit in the organiza-
tion and the decision support mechanisms 
of organizational coordination (committees 
and decision support teams) along with their 
operating bylaws.

List of Decision Making Competencies 
(LDMC)
The LDMC specifies the powers and compe-
tencies delegated by the Board to the Manage-
ment in an attempt to ensure the most efficient 
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enforcement of the business, HSE, quality, 
ethics, risk management and internal control 
policies specified by the Board. The objective 
of the LDMC is to maximise the shareholder 
value of the Company and to capture unam-
biguously the decision-making powers and 
competencies so as to reach operational and 
financial excellence.

In principle the LDMC should:
ensure that the interests of shareholders • 
are efficiently asserted via the Board of 
Directors,
support and promote that decisions are • 
taken more efficiently, at greater speed and 
uniformly at TVK level,
ensure proper balance between the free-• 
dom of management to make decisions 
and the requirements of the strict internal 
system of governance and performance 
evaluation,
guarantee that decision making competen-• 
cies are assigned to levels of the organiza-
tion where the largest amount of information 
is available to support a decision,
guarantee proper follow-up and control,• 
guarantee governance by function and • 
business matrix at both TVK and subsidiary 
level.

The role of the LDMC is to “translate” the 
corporate governance rules specified in MOL 
Group level OOR by capturing the key deci-
sion making point in operating the business 
and the related competences in the organi-
zation. Hence the LDMC identifies the major 
control points required for efficient process 
development and operation. 

Power to sign
A collective term for registering the company 
(authorizing the holder to sign on behalf of 
the company) and the power to sign based 
on power of attorney.

Right to register the company
This term means acting on behalf of a 
company in writing and the right to sign on its 
behalf. The right to register a company takes 
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effect upon entering a company in the official 
company register at the Court of Registration. 
The right to register a company also covers 
the right to act on behalf of the company.

Right to sign with authorization
The right to sign with authorization is a global 
term for substituting a person with the right 
to act on behalf of a company when an official 
written representation is made on behalf of 
the company. The right to sign with authori-
zation takes effect upon signing a power of 
attorney and recording the holder on the 
list of persons having the right to sign with 
authorization.
Process regulations, instructions by the CEO, 
guidelines, work instructions and orders are 
also used in addition to corporate govern-
ance documents to regulate the operation of 
TVK.

Guidelines
Based on the philosophy of the OOR, MOL 
Group Guidelines contain instructions of a 
general nature concerning key business and 
functional processes, the principles of proc-
ess design, major roles, related activities as 
well as general organizational responsibilities 
and those assigned to roles as they appear 
in operations. MOL Group Guidelines lay the 
foundations for uniform group-level opera-
tions. The guidelines underpin process regu-
lations that describe processes.

Process Regulations
Process Regulations specify corporate proc-
esses to the level of detail required for day-
to-day operation and in a manner to allow 
a clear-cut description of and control over 
responsibilities even at the lowest level of the 
organization. Process Regulations allocate 
organisational responsibilities to individual 
activities in a process and document the 
inputs needed to perform certain activities, 
output requirements and the way Information 
Systems are connected to process steps.

Work Instructions
Work Instructions contain additional infor-
mation connected to Process Regulations, 
specific expectations, methodologies, rules 
of procedure and requirements. They also 
contain the rules of implementation and 
execution allocated to technologies, opera-
tions and tools.

Orders
Orders contain rules allocated to the imple-
mentation of a process, rules of execution 
associated with a deadline or general instruc-
tions, which cannot be connected to a specific 
process regulations (or process flow chart).

GOVERNANCE SYSTEMS
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The goal for risk management in TVK calls 
for making corporate operations as secure 
as possible. The priorities of the risk manage-
ment policy of the company involve all the 
risks associated with its business. The risk 
policy covers for instance the management 
of currency rate and world market price risk, 
as well as property, business interruption, 
business, liability, customer, technical, safety 
and environmental risks.
Since 2006, the Enterprise Risk Management 
(ERM) system has been used to manage risks 
at MOL Group level. 

The ERM is a modern risk management 
concept that also contributes to boosting 
corporate value. The central idea behind 
the concept is the need to apply a common 
method and a consolidated way to calculate, 
manage and disclose in the reports a variety 
of (financial, operating and strategic) risks. 
During the ERM process potential risks are 

identified and the risk benefit relationships of 
individual divisions, projects and decisions 
are rendered comparable, which contributes 
to developing a culture of risk awareness 
within the organization. The measurement of 
risks facilitates the identification of the root 
causes of risks and contributes to a greater 
awareness of different risk types. As a result, 
senior management can get a firmer grip on 
the risks that influence corporate profits the 
most and can determine the elements of risk 
to retain and the ones that require a variety of 
risk mitigation methods.

The ERM also sets the framework for develop-
ing business continuity plans, crisis manage-
ment and other risk management activities. 
Moreover, if risk appetite is well-defined, 
ERM helps set up a business portfolio with 
optimum risk benefit features by taking risk 
survey results into account in the decisions 
on capital allocation.

Management systems

Risk Management
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The prices of the most important feedstock 
used by the company and the olefin and poly-
mer products produced by TVK are pegged 
to the global market prices of the same prod-
ucts. Sales income depends heavily on the 
position of the HUF in the band of interven-
tion, i.e. the EUR/HUF rate, whilst purchases 
are determined first of all by the USD rate. 

In 2006, TVK did not conclude any forward, 
option or other derivative transactions to 
hedge against exchange rate risk. The loan 
taken out by the company was denominated 
in EUR to reduce the exchange rate risk.

The company had no open foreign exchange 
futures positions on December 31, 2006.

The company covers most of its trade 
accounts receivable with credit insurance 
to mitigate liquidity risk and it carefully 
examines the conditions of the prospective 
customer and assesses whether or not the 
conditions for continuous payment are given 
before signing a new contract.

Involving stakeholders

Processes with multiple stakeholders call 
for the involvement and cooperation of 
each affected party. This is indispensable to 
the successful development of a common 
understanding of Sustainable Development 
issues, and the application of its principles 
to everyday practice. Shareholders, custom-
ers, employees, contractors, NGOs and local 
authorities and communities comprise the 
main TVK stakeholders, among whom we 
must build trust and credibility by acting as a 
“good corporate citizen”.

Shareholders
Creation of shareholder value is the most 
important mission of a modern corporation. 
We are the employees of our shareholders, 
who need to be assured that the current 
corporate structure and operations provide 

the best value for them. TVK management is 
aware of its basic duty of representing and 
promoting shareholder interests and recog-
nises its accountability for the company’s 
performance and activities. Therefore, 
performance and development are continu-
ously analysed and evaluated, both in the 
broader external environment and within the 
operations of TVK itself.
TVK shareholders are mainly domestic and 
international institutional investors. Our share 
register is managed by the Board of Directors 
of TVK and the administrative jobs related to 
TVK equities are performed at the head office 
of the company. We communicate with our 
shareholders through various channels. At 
the TVK Annual General Meeting, where we 
give account of our performance and strat-
egies, our shareholders approve our latest 
financial statements and the level of divi-
dends. In addition, we publish quarterly flash 
reports and make them accessible for market 
participants at our corporate website. We 
publish our annual report at the end of April. 
It comprises the audited financial statement 
of the TVK Group and a review and analysis 
by management of the past business year. 
The documents are available for download-
ing in electronic format at our website:
http://www.tvk.hu/en/about_tvk/investor_
relations/financial_reports/

TVK has always regarded on-going commu-
nications with the financial community a top 
priority. Investors may contact TVK with 
interim questions throughout the year and 
we are pleased to entertain their queries at 
our General Meetings. The company noti-
fies shareholders of each corporate event 
(general meetings, conversion of shares, 
distribution of dividends, etc.). To ensure 
that our communication with shareholders is 
fully comprehensive, we also publish all our 
announcements and reports on our website.

Increasing shareholder value
Our core strategic goal calls for the increas-
ing shareholder value and competitiveness 
incessantly by creating the conditions for 
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efficient operations, by exploiting MOL 
Group synergies and business opportuni-
ties, by strengthening our market positions 
market and by optimizing our product port-
folio. To achieve performance benefits we 
have implemented a dynamic development 
strategy that integrated proactive responses 
to market challenges, boosting capacity and 
the continuous exploration of internal capac-
ity reserves.

The Board of Directors is aware of its respon-
sibility for TVK Group results, performance 
and for operations as a whole. The Board is 
also fully aware of shareholder expectations 
and does its utmost to have corporate opera-
tions match those. It analyses and evaluates 
the operating environment and the perform-
ance of the group on an ongoing basis to 
ensure maximum fulfilment of shareholder 
expectations.

TVK recognizes and understands that its 
commitment to SD is one of the key condi-
tions of remaining successful in business in 
the long run.

We recognise the importance of the relation-

ship and interdependence between the econ-
omy, the environment and society in general. 
Accordingly, our principles and values are 
applied to all activities in these areas, using 
an interdisciplinary approach. We are aware 
of our responsibility for the environment and 
society and towards TVK employees and 
stakeholders. Therefore, we strive to maxim-
ise improvement everywhere so that any 
negative impact arising from our operations 
is kept to the minimum.

We continuously improve our performance 
in every area so as to get higher operating 
efficiencies, more competitive products 
and services, which lead on to enhancing 
our competitiveness and improving our 
market position. We offer excellent quality 
at competitive prices. We aspire to reach 
quality in our products and services and to 
act professionally during our daily work to 
ensure that our partners in business return 
time and time again.

Customers
TVK Customer Services can be contacted to 
make enquiries, to give feedback or to request 
assistance, and the unit is more than a simple 
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façade of the company as it is a key customer 
information tool. The service is available for 
information-sharing on any special or general 
issue concerning TVK in person, by telephone, 
e-mail, fax or post round the clock on any day 
of the year. Help desk staff is furnished with 
up-to-date information on TVK products and 
services. In addition, calls are recorded for 
later analysis to improve customer satisfac-
tion and the quality of services. If contacted, 
Customer Service staff must respond to 
immediately in a form that is most appropri-
ate to the specific question at hand.
Costs incurred by handling customer 
complaints dropped substantially in 2006. 
The distribution of complaints received 
across product groups and plants was as 

As TVK is a member of the MOL Group, its stakeholders have free access to a new Group-
level internet site that offers high quality information. The site contains a separate, regularly 
updated section on Corporate Responsibility, covering Sustainable Development issues and 
the efforts in the field of Health, Safety and Environment. The site provides users several ways 
to express their opinion, and feedback thus received is analysed and taken into account in the 
development of further processes.
Our website address: www.tvk.hu

follows: the plants LDPE-1, LDPE-2 and 
HDPE-1 incurred a larger share of complaint 
related costs due to quality problems, whilst 
the number of complaints received regarding 
the HDPE-2 plant was substantially lower as 
product quality improved in the main. All in 
all, the latter reduced the total cost incurred 
by complaints concerning PE products.
Polypropylene products outperformed PE 
products last year as both plants managed to 
reduce the cost of complaints to a fraction of 
the level recorded a year earlier.

Partners
We preserve our corporate values so that we 
can realize our vision: growth coupled with 
value creation is a key factor for our share-
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holders and also creates new opportunities 
for our employees and business partners. 
Auditors supervise our activities regularly 
and we give account of our performance in 
our annual reports and SD reports.
We conduct our business with the highest 
level of integrity and flexibility, whilst are 
operations are fair and ethical. Our respon-
sibility dictates that we monitor and keep 
reducing the intrinsic risks associated with 
our business activities.
It is a top priority that we keep all of our 
shareholders informed of our efforts and 
achievements.

We have created a series to discuss a vari-• 
ety of HSE issues in the biweekly corporate 
newsletter TVK Panorama so that we can 
point out the ongoing projects and prob-
lems of the HSE area to fellow employees.
We attach importance to the ability to influ-• 
ence the life of the communities of the 
Southern Borsod region, which explains 
why our social relations focus on this area 
first of all.
We try to improve the quality of life of people • 
employed by, residing near or associated 
with TVK through a variety of activities and 
donations.
We entertain excellent and fruitful relations • 
with the local offices and authorities of 
Tiszaújváros.
We regularly rate our suppliers by a variety • 
of HSE and financial aspects and use these 
surveys comprehensively while they are at 
work.
Management engages in continuous • 
dialogue with employee representatives.

Employees
We have repeatedly organized our tradi-
tional Month of Safety, which in its new 
form includes a series of events spanning 
the longest period at the company. The 
programs of the event held in March 2006 
also covered quality and environment related 
issues, included quizzes and prizes to moti-
vate employee participation, and created an 
efficient channel for disseminating HSEQ 

information.

The most important events of the Month of 
Safety included:

introducing HSE process novelties,• 
examinations relating to protecting health • 
and staying healthy,
a presentation on road safety,• 
HSE specific training,• 
a labour safety forum,• 
presenting the archive of failures,• 
an exhibition of protective gear,• 
analyses of the moral of work accidents,• 
study trips,• 
HSE quiz and forum.• 

Business Excellence

We have been using the EFQM (European 
Foundation for Quality Management) Model of 
self-evaluation since 1996. The 1998 National 
Quality Award and the grant of the “Excel-
lence in Europe” title in the European Quality 
Award competition in 2001 have been supe-
rior achievements of the quality function of 
the company. In 2006, we participated in the 
MOL Group Chairman’s Quality Award for HSE 
and were awarded first prize in the category of 
MOL Group Integrated Organizations.

Quality Management 

Systems

We introduced in our Environmentally 
Oriented Management System in 1997 and 
certified it under the ISO 14001:1996 stand-
ard.
In 2002, we recertified under ISO 9001:2000 
the Quality Management System we have 
been operating since 1993.
In 2003, we introduced and certified our 
Occupational Health and Safety Management 
system under OHSAS 18001:1999.
Our Integrated Management System (IMS), 
which is certified under ISO 9001:2000, ISO 
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14001:1996 and OHSAS 18001:1999 was 
introduced in the second half of 2004. We 
focussed heavily on developing and operat-
ing the IMS in 2006.

In 2006, we embarked on revamping our regu-
lation system to add new, process-oriented 
features. The project allows us to upgrade 
management systems, to deepen integration 
and to take new requirements into account.

In April 2006, SGS Hungária Kft. conducted 
a successful regulatory audit (under ISO 
9001, ISO 14001 and OHSAS 18001) of the 
IMS of the company. Conversion to the ISO 
14001:2004 standard was also completed 
for our Environmentally Oriented Manage-
ment System. Our accredited laboratories 
(Technical Testing Laboratory and Central 
Laboratory) also passed renewal audits in 
2006, including the conversion of the Central 
Laboratory to applying the MSZEN ISO/IEC 
17025:2006 standard.
The system of integrated management and the 
operation and development of our accredited 
laboratories under standard requirements 
are subject to internal integrated systems 
audits. The measures taken to correct identi-
fied discrepancies and to develop the system 
are introduced continuously. The operation 
of our management systems is supported by 
the software ISOFFICE. We give high prior-
ity to the training and professional upgrading 
of staff participating in internal reviews and 
to internal and external communication. We 
monitor the emergence of new requirements 
in the market and prepare our systems for 
accommodating them.

In February 2004, MOL EB (Executive Board) 
approved the launch of a DQMS project 
designed to develop quality management 
systems. Starting 2005, the project also inte-
grated a Petrochemical component with the 
first important duty to prepare Petrochemical 
guidelines. Next, the TVK leg of the processes 
integrated into the Petrochemical Division 
was identified and process structures (proc-
ess maps) were drawn using the new method-

ology to lead on to capturing processes with 
the ARIS software, which is almost complete 
now. Coordination is also underway with the 
part of the Division in Bratislava to ensure the 
development of integrated processes.

We interviewed close to 400 partners during 
our 2006 customer satisfaction survey. We 
have introduced measures in response to 
their feedback. We keep exerting effort to 
develop and maintain good partnership rela-
tions, to coordinate development ideas with 
internal and external partners and we rely on 
the remarks, opinions and proposals of our 
customers and suppliers in doing so.

We have started to roll out the theoretical 
and in turn the practical application of several 
Total Quality Management (TQM) tools and 
to prepare our systems for accommodating 
new the market requirements that emerge.

We monitor the transition of the system of 
documentation (transitional measures):

We transform the regulation system of TVK • 
to bring it in line with MOL Group Regulation 
and Process Management as envisaged in 
related schedules and the timetable of the 
Petrochemical component of the DQMS 
project.
Independent TVK regulations are gradually • 
withdrawn as MOL Group level regulations 
are developed and rolled out.
The transition is expected to last until late • 
2007. During this period, old and new regu-
latory elements and the components of 
TVK’s integrated and unique rules will exist 
side by side in the documentation system.
We ensure the continuity of operations and • 
the seamless transformation of regulations 
during the period of transition.

Accordingly, we keep updating and modify-
ing our regulations in response to introduced 
changes.

The new regulation system keeps processes 
in focus. The new revised regulation system 
includes the following components:

group level guidelines,• 
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process manuals (flow charts and brief • 
descriptions),
work instructions,• 
orders,• 
job descriptions• 

The Petrochemical Guidelines, which are 
needed to roll out a uniform system of regu-
lation across the group, were completed in 
2005. Next, we started to restructure lower 
level process instructions in line with the new 
methodology in 2006. The development of 
the process oriented regulation system has 
created opportunities for:

upgrading our management systems,• 
reaching in depth levels of integration,• 
incorporating new requirements,• 
documenting simpler and more transparent • 
processes.

Supplier Qualification Sys-
tem

AThe Supplier Qualification System of suppli-
ers (of materials and feedstock) and contrac-
tors (service providers) is an important 
component supporting the QMS. 

The qualification of suppliers is a two-stage 
process. The first stage covers the prequali-
fication of contractors. A prequalification 
form is attached to each request for quota-
tion targeted at evaluating the level the 
supplier’s quality system. The suppliers of 
hazardous substances or contractors using 
such substances in their business, whose 
operations require a licence, are also sent an 
environmental questionnaire.

Contracts are concluded with suppliers short-
listed after prequalification. The question-
naire gives priority to suppliers/contractors 
with EMAS and ISO 14001 certification.

As a member of the MOL Group, we orches-
trate our prequalification system with other 
group members and accept the category 
designation of suppliers pre-qualified by 
other group affiliates.
The second stage includes the regular 
evaluation of suppliers/contractors. Scores 
assigned during prequalification are assigned 
high weights in this stage. Environmental 
aspects feature heavily among the evaluation 
parameters.
Companies that violate environmental regula-
tions are either removed from the list of quali-
fied suppliers/contractors or are transferred 
to a prohibitive list.

We devote extra attention to compliance 
with environmental regulations in purchasing 
processes.

34
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We request producers to submit Safety • 
Forms regarding certain products listed in 
the regulations in accordance with the rules 
set forth under law. These forms are stored 
and accessible on a common server. Only 
materials accompanied by such documents 
may be used or consumed at the company 
site.
We participate in the REACH working group • 
of MOL Group, which is responsible for the 
classification of hazardous substances with 
a view to EU regulations.
To minimize the volume of waste generated, • 
we require uniform packaging of purchased 
substances, if possible, and reduce the 
volume of packaging.
Before selecting a supplier, we verify • 
compliance with legal provisions (exist-
ence of licences and permits) and perform 
validity checks. The failure of a supplier 
to renew a licence or permit (for instance 
for the transportation of hazardous waste) 
triggers contract termination (which is also 
provided in supply contracts).
Contractors that perform work and are • 
physically present at the TVK site are 
required to accept and sign the “HSE rules 
applicable to the TVK site”. These rules are 
also integrated into our contracts.

35
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Commitments 
to external initia-
tives
Hungarian Chemical Indus-
try Association (MAVESZ)
MAVESZ was established in 1990 to promote 
the development and to protect and advocate 
the interests of businesses active in petro-
chemical production in Hungary.
MAVESZ is a member of the European Chemi-
cal Industry Council (CEFIC) and the European 
Chemical Employers Group (ECEG). TVK is a 
founding member of MAVESZ and has also 
delegated the present chairman of the Asso-
ciation, Mr. Árpád Olvasó, TVK CEO.

Association of Petrochem-
ical Producers in Europe 
(APPE)
Acting as the voice of petrochemical indus-
try in Europe, APPE is a forum where close 
to 70 member companies can shape and ad-
vocate the common position of the industry 
in issues related to health, labour safety and 
protecting the environment and in the areas 
of commerce, competition law, energy man-
agement, logistics, market research and inte-
grating Eastern and Western European petro-
chemical activities.
TVK has been a member of APPE since 1995, 
and Mr. Árpád Olvasó, TVK CEO, is also a 
member of the board of the Association.

European Chemical Indus-
try Council (CEFIC)
TVK was the first to get invited to CEFIC from 
among the companies of the region of “New 
Europe” (including the 10 accession states 
of the 2004 enlargement) in autumn 2005, 
which provides MOL Group with a direct link 
to decision making and legislative processes, 
whilst advocating the business interests of 
the petrochemical sector. CEFIC seeks to help 
the chemical sector remain viable, success-

ful and develop in Europe and to promote 
continuous development and the best possi-
ble economic, social and environmental 
performance.

Award-winners 
in sustainability 
issues
Due to its traditions, TVK continues an open 
communication with people. It is reflected 
truly by publishing year by year the Environ-
mental Report, then called HSE Report and 
finally named the Sustainable Development 
Report issued since 2004. With our Sustain-
able Development Report we enter for the 
competition of Green Frog Award founded 
by Deloitte. This award is offered to Eastern 
Central European companies publishing the 
best environmental or sustainability reports. 
In 2006 TVK came second.

American Chamber of Commerce (AmCham) 
continued its program called Healthy 
Workplaces Amcham Award in 2006 with 
the conspicuous target to compile recom-
mendations for healthy workplaces and to 
encourage employers to provide the great 
performance connected to it. In December 
2006 TVK won the bronze medal in large 
company category.
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Sustainability 
of our business 
model
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International development

The goal TVK intends to achieve is the contin-
uous improvement of its efficiency, competi-
tiveness and profitability and the retention of 
its petrochemical leadership in the region by 
exploiting the rise in regional polymer utiliza-
tion. TVK intends to meet the challenges of 
the future by achieving environmental and 
social goals as well as by reaching economic 
targets. The continuous development of 
these activities finds support in benchmark-
ing against the performance of competitors 
and in direct participation in the efforts of 
European chemical industry organizations 
as well as the contribution to the develop-
ment of the MOL Group System of Managing 
Sustainable Development.

Adopting a strategy of following the trends of 
the sector, TVK engages in business among 
global pressures on the chemical sector and 
performs the commitments the European 
Union accepted in response to the same.
Global pressures are directed first of all at 
reducing the load on the environment and 
increasing profit expectations. The environ-
mental policy of the European Union has 
become more ambitious over the years and 
has identified Sustainable Development as 
one of the top priorities, which is equal to 
obeying the current requirement of economic 
development without jeopardizing the qual-
ity of life of future generations. The program 
known as ”Responsible Care” is a European 
initiative related exclusively to the chemi-
cal industry. It proves that the sector has 
committed itself to the continuous develop-

We wish to align ourselves to the 
utmost to the environmental policy 
developed by the European Union which 
facilitates economic development 
without risking the quality of life of 
future generations.

Business development
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ment of health, safety and the environment 
and to disclose to the public these activities 
and the results achieved.
Europe is the competitive environment for 
TVK: the company has been familiar with 
and has applied European standards typi-
cally and traditionally. That is also reflected 
by TVK’s commitment to quality, the environ-
ment, health and safety, its declared policies, 
the operation of systems certified under 
ISO 9001, ISO 14001 and OHSAS 18001 and 
the application of the ”Responsible Care” 
program of the EU.

Representing Europe’s chemical sector, 
CEFIC allied its member organizations and 
companies to help implement the commit-
ments of the EU through a revised strategy 
and structure and by pursuing key issues 

and programs. It seeks to help the chemical 
sector remain viable, successful and develop 
in Europe and to promote continuous devel-
opment and the best possible economic, 
social and environmental performance.
TVK is a member of CEFIC and the APPE, 
which represents one of the industrial sectors 
in CEFIC. The CEO of TVK is a member of the 
board of both CEFIC and APPE and heads 
the program group set up to ” Build Trust” 
towards the chemical sector. Other TVK staff 
members contribute creatively to programs 
active in the field of competitive infrastructure 
and assets and the improvement of the regu-
latory environment. That way TVK is directly 
involved in the process of decision making 
over and above representing the interests of 
the industry and fostering relations with the 
representatives of the leading companies of 
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the sector. 
TVK will enjoy the direct benefits of partici-
pating in the Build Trust program in the near 
future by strengthening trust towards the 
chemical sector and by introducing REACH. 
The improved conditions might help TVK 
in its efforts related to the expansion of the 
European ethylene pipeline.

The petrochemical business of TVK partici-
pates in the development of the MOL Group 
System of Managing Sustainable Develop-
ment, which is targeted at:

developing a sound planning system and • 
decision making process to manage the 
themes related to sustainable develop-
ment,
integrating and managing the existing activ-• 
ities related to sustainable development,
introducing new forms of measurement to • 
improve the activities related to sustainable 
development,
increasing the transparency of activities • 
and improving the image and communica-
tion of TVK,
winning the approval and acceptance of key • 
stakeholder groups,
increasing shareholder value and ensuring • 
the long term sustainability of operations.

The development and introduction of the 
System of Managing Sustainable Develop-
ment provides TVK with a regulated frame-
work of measuring the related activities in 
TVK, benchmarking against the performance 
of other players in the sector in sustain-
able development and also helps continuous 
improvement in this regard.

Modernization 
and maintenance

Investment in moderniza-
tion and development

After implementing its Petrochemical Devel-
opment Project (2002-2005) TVK has a modern 
product portfolio and cost efficient assets. 
Its market position is strong in Hungary, 
substantial in the region and important in 
Western Europe. TVK also benefits from the 
reverse integration of our feedstock supply 
and the integrated petrochemical operation 
of TVK and Slovnaft.

The development program increased the 
stock of efficient assets:

new olefin plant – capacity doubled (to • 
reach 620 kilotons), 
new HDPE plant – capacity doubled (to • 
reach 400 kilotons), 
upgrading PP-4 plant – upgraded capacity • 
(of 280 kilotons).

We continued to improve the internal effi-
ciency of the company through staff and cost 
efficiency measures and took the first steps 
after finishing the trial operation to introduce 
Advanced Process Control (APC) systems 
in the new HDPE-2 and Olefin-2 plants after 
positive experiences with the system in 4 
other plants. The implementation of the APC 
could only start after collecting sufficient 
experience during trial operation. By imple-
menting tailor made solutions we have the 
opportunity to increase productivity above 
nameplate parameters, which will be needed 
in the intensively competitive market envi-
ronment.

We have utilized the synergies emanating 
from MOL Group integration.
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Supply of feedstock to olefin plants:
optimized feedstock supply,• 
lower cost,• 
improved yield.• 

Propylene balance:
Propylene sales and producing high value • 
added propylene products inside the 
group.
Common distribution of TVK and Slovnaft • 
polymers. TVK and Slovnaft together 
occupy a strong position in Central Euro-
pean markets and fills niche markets in a 
supporting role in Western Europe. 

Meeting customer requirements at higher 
quality level:

Proprietary distribution network, commer-• 
cial offices in Austria, Germany, France, 
Italy, the UK, Poland and Russia. We have 
opened new offices in the Ukraine and 
Romania. Both Slovnaft and TVK polyolefin 
products are distributed via the network. 
About 90% of the total polymer sales 
volume is sold to end users.
Wider product portfolio includes the most • 
up-to-date product types.
Both TVK and Slovnaft are engaged in • 
producing polypropylene homo and copol-
ymers. 
The start up of the new HDPE plant added • 
new bimodal types to the product portfolio 
and the plant is also capable of making PS 
100 pipe grade products.
Larger volumes: total MOL Group annual • 
polyolefin production capacity at around 
1.2 million tons in 2006.

The total value of TVK Group capital expendi-
ture incurred amounted to HUF 6,644 million 
in 2006, including sustenance jobs worth HUF 
4,012 million at the parent company. The value 
of capitalization relating to the turnaround or 
the Olefi n-1 plant and simultaneously at the 
LDPE-2, HDPE-1 and PP-3 plants amounted 
to HUF 1,073 million. The value of capital 
expenditure into production and production 
support reached HUF 3,234 million with capital 
expenditure aimed at safety coming to HUF 548 
million and the value of developments of IT and 
infrastructure amounting to HUF 573 million. 
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The majority of the capital expenditure (HUF 
359 million) of the subsidiaries was incurred by 
projects implemented at TVK Erőmű Kft. (the 
power plant) and TVK Ingatlankezelő Kft. (the 
property management subsidiary).
TVK gives high priority to its environmental 
obligations and to creating safe working condi-
tions. The environmental expenditure of TVK 
amounted to HUF 926 million in 2001, HUF 907 
million in 2002, HUF 877 million in 2003, HUF 
939 million in 2004, HUF 1,004 million in 2005 
and HUF 883 million in 2006. These amounts 
were invested in conservation projects, the 
treatment of polluted water and hazardous 
waste and rehabilitating polluted areas.

The project implemented at the Central Waste 
Water Purifi cation Plant spent over EUR 1 
million on upgrading the facility, which had 
been originally designed to treat waste waters 
from roughly 40% municipal and 60% industrial 
sources, so that it is now capable of operating 
safely in compliance with environmental regula-
tions despite the increase in the meantime of 
the proportion of industrial waste water to 80%.

Secure purchasing

All of our strategic feedstock is supplied by MOL 
Group, mostly from stocks produced by the 
Downstream (DS) Division and import sources, 

if necessary. The planning staff of SCM organi-
zations apply an optimization procedure to 
perform a monthly roll-over review of contracted 
volumes, which are identical to volumes budg-
eted in the annual operating plan (this involves 
the identifi cation of the boundary parameters of 
quantities, specifi cs, markets and prices) and 
document the fi nal material and product fl ows 
at meeting convened to approve them. Material 
and product managers check and analyse daily 
any variation of the source/consumption values 
from budget. This extremely close cooperation 
ensures the stability and security of feedstock 
supply to the olefi n plants, which serve as a 
basis for petrochemical processing.

Risk based selection of maintenance 
jobs

TVK introduced its new, internationally proven 
maintenance strategy during 2006 with the 
aim to minimize risk taking in maintenance 
activities. Failures are ranked and jobs are 
scheduled on the basis of the consequence 
(CoF) and the probability (PoF) of occurrence. 
The ranking assigned will identify the degree 
of risk associated with a failure. The greater 
the risk, the earlier it will be necessary to 
perform a corrective measure. If a failure 
might cause injury or machine breakdown, 
immediate intervention is required, i.e. such 
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events are ranked as the riskiest. The abil-
ity to schedule jobs is essential because of 
cost savings. An activity that lends itself to 
planning and scheduling contributes to the 
improved utilisation of available resources. 
Extra cost may be incurred, for instance, if 
the required technical experts, maintenance 
materials and tools are not available at the 
time they are needed. It is a top priority that 
required interventions are taken in due course 
so as to be able to sustain the (current high) 
availability of TVK plants and to simultane-
ously reduce unjustified extra costs.

The strategy also involves the introduction of 
a new IT system, which helps operators and 
maintenance staff work more efficiently. The 
strategy lays heavy emphasis on training and 
developing people to get them prepared for 
meeting new technical challenges.

Products and services

Our development projects devote extra 
attention to modernizing existing technolo-
gies, which product quality improvements, 
ensuring operating efficiency, reducing envi-
ronmentally harmful emissions and improv-
ing the safety of working conditions. 

In 2006, the heat recovery boiler of the 
Olefin-1 Plant was refurbished to improve 
operating safety. The project also managed 
to reduce specific energy consumption. 
Substantial impact energy improvements 
have been achieved in relation to our PE100 
pipe grade product.

Cooperating with universities and research 
institutes, we succeeded in achieving addi-
tional reductions of the volume of gel in our 
bimodal HDPE and LDPE film type products.

We have responded to customer require-
ments by developing a shockproof copoly-
mer type with low C emission for automotive 
application.
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Environmental awareness is a major param-
eter in the selection of suppliers and busi-
ness partners. We demand that our suppliers 
operate an integrated management system 
and that their products comply with environ-
mental and labour safety regulations, which 
we verify during supplier audits.

Our polyolefin operations only use additives 
that satisfy the quality and packaging require-
ments of the related EU directives (2002/72/
EC, 94/62/EC).

We foster partnerships with our key suppliers 
and customers. Doing so allows us to engage 
in joint development projects with our part-
ners. We follow-up the lifecycle of our prod-
ucts and provide technical advice concerning 
processing to the users of our products.

Product liability

We interpret product liability to mean more 
than simply our liability to compensate for 
damages caused by defective goods. Product 
liability covers everybody who participates 
in the life cycle of a product (producer, resel-
ler, seller and end-user). The liability of the 
producer is declared only in case a product 
is defective, which is the case when it does 
not deliver the level of safety during use that 
could be expected in general of a product 
designated for the same purpose and the 
defective product incurs damage.
TVK has identified reaching Business Excel-
lence as a strategic goal by making quality 
the focus of our operations. We develop the 
quality of our products and services continu-
ously in line with customer expectations, 
regulations, European Union requirements 
and the challenges of market competition.
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We operate an independently certified quality 
management system in the business divisions 
of our company, including the production of 
monomers and polyolefin through product 
development to sales.
Our development projects attach high prior-
ity to using safe, environmentally friendly 
and healthy processes and solutions also in 
the distribution of products and pay special 
attention to meeting the requirements of our 
key accounts. 
We provide support to our customers for 
processing our products and our Customer 
Service unit will deliver technical assistance 
on site if problems arise.
We keep having our products validated by 
external rating institutions to certify that our 
products meet both domestic and interna-
tional food safety requirements for plastics.

Brand management

We market our polymer products under three 
brand names, depending on type.

Our low density polyethylene products of 
the TIPOLEN brand are used in the following 
applications: films, blown hollow profiles and 
mould products.

HDPE raw materials are used in a wide vari-
ety of applications. Accordingly, the products 
marketed with the TIPELIN brand include 
polyethylene grades used in making films, 
blown hollow objects of a variety of sizes, 
split fibres as well as gas and water pipes.

Our state-of-the-art plant uses the MONTELL 
(now Basell) process to make TVK’s poly-
propylene products under the trade name 
TIPPLEN, including homo-polymers, hetero-
geneous phase copolymers and random 
copolymers. There is a wide range of applica-
tion areas, such as types suitable for mould 
products, pipes and profiles, films and blown 
products, biaxially oriented films, film yarn 
and monofilaments and fibre.
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Caring for the 
environment
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Emissions

Emission monitoring data suggest that plant 
process emissions of pollutants complied 
with the effective control limits except for the 
ethylene component of the homogenization 
and degassing silos of the LDPE- 2 Plant. It is 
expected that the company will be charged to 
pay about HUF 661,000 in air pollution penalty 
in 2007 for the abovementioned excess of the 
control limit in 2006. TVK will launch a project 
to eliminate the emissions in excess of the 
control limit in 2007.

On October 1, 2006 the logistics function of 
the Polymer Production and Logistics unit 
was outsourced, which brought the number 
of controlled point sources down to 28, 
discounting the 2 point sources of HDPE-2 
Logistics.

The philosophy underpinning Health, 
Safety and Environmental policy of 
the company, which is also mapped as 
a guiding principle into its operating 
rules, asserts that all HSE incidents 
can be prevented!

Air protection
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Year Number of point sources

2000 22

2001 16

2002 16

2003 16

2004 21

2005 30

2006 28

We spent HUF 2,816,000 on quantifying the 
emissions from the point sources of air pollu-
tion in 2006.

We use the intermittent measurement method 
envisaged in legal provisions and regulatory 
requirements at the required frequency to 

control local point sources. The tests are 
performed by our accredited laboratories.

The reason for the increased emission of 
air pollutants in 2006 is the inclusion of a 
new point source and the fact that the 2005 
records contained only the Q4 emissions of 
the Olefin-2 Plant, whilst the 2006 statement 
shows the same for a whole year.
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VOC emission increased because of the ethyl-
ene emissions of a new point source (the vent 
of the P162 homogenization and degassing 
silos of the LDPE-2 Plant).

We complied with our reporting obligation 
under the II European Pollutant Emission 
Register (EPER) in 2006, which concerned 
the disclosure of 2004 air emissions of pollut-
ants above a certain threshold from activities 
subject to Government Regulation (314/2005 
(XII.25.) on integrated pollution prevention 
and control. NOX and benzene air emissions 
reached the reporting threshold with 448.5 
tons p.a. for NOx and 0.776 tons p.a. for 
benzene in 2004.

Immission

The National Air Pollutant Monitoring 
Network performs regular checks of the pres-
ence pollutants in the ambient air near TVK 
and evaluates air quality. Air pollution levels 
are recorded by the immission measurement 
stations located in neighbouring settlements 
and the recorded levels are read and checked 
by the Northern Hungarian Directorate of 
Environmental Protection, Nature Conserva-
tion and Water Management (ÉKTVF).

Climate change

TVK and MOL have fully harmonized their 
activities pertaining to green house gases.

CO2 emissions from the TVK facility licensed 
under No. UHG5479-1 to emit green house 
gases amounted to 78 tons in 2005. TÜV 
Reinland InterCert Kft. certified our emis-
sions report of 2005 and we have returned 
the quota corresponding to the certified 
volume of emissions to the State of Hungary. 
The 2006 emission quota has been credited 
to the operating account of TVK. Carbon 
dioxide emissions are expected to be in the 
same order of magnitude as earlier.

The TVK steam cracker plant will also be 
subject to emission trading starting January 
1, 2008 under law.
Coordination with the Ministry of Environ-
ment and Water Management identified the 
group of equipment covered by CO2 trading 
during the second period of trading. These 
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include furnaces, boilers and flares. 
The Ministry accepted our CO2 emissions of 
2005 as a point of reference for determining 
the emission quota, which corresponds to 
about 1.2 million tons of CO2 and calculations 
based on material balance.

Government regulation 213/2006 (X.27.) 
provides that thermal decomposition (pyrol-
ysis, cracking) is a process that requires an 
emission licence. The company obtained the 
licence on January 12, 2007.

Water and soil 
protection
Water supply

TVK operates a plant that draws water from 
an underground reserve to meet the demand 
for drinking water and water for sanitary 
purposes. The plant was constructed and 
developed between 1955 and 1972.
Three wells with bore holes ending at the 
depth of 27 m were drilled at what is known 
as the pressure tank plant between 1955 and 
1958. These wells are not in use any more. 
Four wells were lowered to the depth of 27 
m at the iron and manganese removal plant 
between 1960 and 1964. In 1972, four deep 
wells were commissioned with bore holes 
ending at 61 m, 87 m, 110 m and 111 m.
The original licence issued by water manage-
ment authority permitted drawing 6,500 
m3of water a day from the wells. The 
present amended licence (H-3182-7/98.) sets 
1,350,000 m3 as the annual limit (3,700 m3/
day).
The extracted drinking water is supplied to 
TVK, to MOL-Tisza Refinery (TIFO), and to 
companies operating at the TVK site. TVK’s 
share of the total daily output is less than 1300 
m3. The drinking water network branches 
off from 2 basins storing 500 m3, each, and 
covers the whole territory of the site.
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Communal use

The daily consumption of drinking water by 
the various units at the TVK site has dropped 
from 2500–2600 m3 to 1500 m3 on average. 
The most likely reason is the reduction of 
staff levels. The difference between the week-
day and weekend values of drinking water 
consumption is relatively stable at 13%.
The methods of treating extracted water 
include de-acidification, removal of iron and 
manganese and chlorination. The sludge of 
the treatment process is pumped into sedi-
mentation basins at the water plant. 
If the basins need cleaning, appropriate meth-
ods are used to decontaminate and dispose 
of the sludge sediment.

Industrial water demand

The surface water intake plant of AES Tiszai 
Erőmű Kft. operates near the TVK site. The 
water intake plant has pumps installed on 
the cold section of the industrial water canal 
to meet the demand for cooling water. The 
water output of this plant also shows a declin-
ing trend and the volume of water approved 
in 2000 was 510 million m3.
TVK has been purchasing raw industrial water 
from this plant since 2004. A pump station 
owned by TVK connects to both the cold and 
the hot branches of the cooling water system 
of the Power Plant, which allows taking water 
at the desired temperature at any time. 
The volume of water received has dropped 
substantially in recent years. The actual 
consumption of industrial water decreased 
from 47 million m3 p.a. in 1981 to 12.3 million 
m3 p.a. in 2006. 
The daily capacity of the treatment plant is 
150,000 m3, and only of the fraction of the 
capacity is used. At present the capacity of 
the pump station is the determining factor. 
Its maximum capacity is 2100 m3/hour of 
industrial water + 1300 m3/hour of fire water. 
After the strategic projects came on line, the 
demand for water increased. By now, water 
consumption has stabilized at 30,000–35,000 
m3/day.

The sediment from treating industrial water 
is collected in a slurry sump and is disposed 
off at TVK’s slurry storage site. The annual 
volume of disposed slurry is 30-45 thousand 
m3.
Sinergy Kft. produces salt-free water for TVK.

Recirculation cooling wa-
ter systems

These systems are responsible for recycling 
the cooling water used by the production 
plants. The process includes chilling as well 
as mechanical and chemical treatment. There 
are seven recirculation cooling loops at the 
TVK site.
Each cooling loop includes the same process 
stages: chilling used cooling water, filtering 
partial flows, chemical treatment of chilled 
water, filtering the total volume of make-up 
water.

Protecting the water res-
ervoir

Of the water reserves operating in the broader 
region, the one used by TVK was the first 
to get impounded with a hydro-geological 
protective profile. It was also the first reserve 
that was delineated by the Northern Hungar-
ian Environmental and Water Management 
Authority (ÉKÖVÍZIG). The protection envi-
sioned conserving the quantity and quality 
of water reserves with a view to the major 
developments started in the region, which 
triggered growing demand for water and the 
creation of new water withdrawal sites. The 
company MÉLYÉPTERV was commissioned 
by B.-A.-Z. Megyei Beruházási Vállalat (the 
investment company of the county, which 
represented Leninváros Council, the legal 
predecessor of the Local Government of 
Tiszaújváros) and PETROLBER to draft the 
plans of impounding the reserve. 
It was possible to renew the hydro-geolog-
ical protecting profile as part of a program 
started with government funding in 1997 for 
the purpose of studying drinking water reser-
voirs operating in a vulnerable environment. 
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The program is still in progress.
Research started in 2000 and the jobs sched-
uled in Stage I have been completed. Using 
available information and diagnostic results, 
the project identified various protected areas 
associated with different access times and 
the related surface sections by computer 
modelling (taking Government regulation 
123/1997 (VII.18.) into account).
The calculations of the model show that 
deeper layers also play a role in replenishing 
the wells fed by the middle and lower aquifer 
layers, whilst the lines of flow of the top aqui-
fer reach the surface in less than 50 years due 
to the limited surface replenishment.
It can be concluded therefore that only the 
protecting profile associated with the access 
time of 50 years has a surface section, 
which corresponds to the protecting profile 
“B” provided in the Government regulation 
referred to above. The parameters of the 
model will be modified with the data and 
research results concluded from the study, 
which might also modify the protected areas 
identified in the preliminary model. We do 
not think, however, that the modification will 
be of a degree that might influence the areas 
of TVK.
The protecting area identified during the 
present stage does not include either the 
premises and water works of TVK or the 
potential sources of pollution at the site, i.e. 
there is no need to take measures at the site 
to protect the Municipal Water Works.
However, it should be noted that the major-
ity of the wells supplying water to the plant 
take water from the top aquifer layer of 
ground water, which can be classified as a 
vulnerable reservoir. Like in the case of the 
Municipal Water Works, only the protect-
ing hydro-geologically area marked “B” and 
associated with 50 years of access time has a 
surface section. As the thickness and forma-
tion of the topsoil allows replenishment from 
above, the protecting profile associated with 
the access time of 5 years may also have 
surface section. Elgoscar Kft. has identified 
the protecting areas to ensure the secure 
long term operation of the water works.

Surface waters
A common water intake unit has been built 
to provide water to TVK, MOL-TIFO and the 
power plant at Tiszapalkonya and is still oper-
ated by the thermal power plant. TVK and 
MOL-TIFO purchases the water they need 
from the plant (The power plant Tisza II has 
its own water intake unit).
After water is used it is purified and discharged 
into the River Tisza via what is known as the 
secondary purification system. 
Rainwater and non-polluted used water is 
discharged into the Sajó Canal and in turn 
into the River Tisza via a network of rainwater 
collecting channels at the TVK site.
The part of the rainwater that is exposed to 
pollution at certain locations in the site is 
purified before it is discharged; otherwise it 
is collected by the channel network without 
treatment.

No pollutant emissions in excess of control 
limit have been identified in the waste water 
discharged into the recipient during the 
sewer inspections by the supervisory author-
ity; hence no penalty is expected for 2006.
We spent HUF 288 million on the treatment of 
polluted waters in 2006.
We have submitted our plan and an applica-
tion to the for a simplified water permit to the 
Directorate for abandoning the operation and 
for the method of rehabilitation of the TVK 
secondary purification ponds.
We also complied with our reporting obli-
gation under European Pollutant Emission 
Register II (EPER) in 2006, which covers 
emissions of certain pollutants in excess of 
control limit into surface waters in 2004 by 
activities subject to Government regulation 
(314/2005 (XII.25.) on integrated pollution 
prevention and control. The organic carbon 
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content (such as COD/3) of emissions into 
surface waters reached the reporting thresh-
old, which was set at the annual volume of 
69.7 tons in 2004.

An evaluation of the implementation of 
our self-inspection plan, which had been 
approved by the water management author-
ity (ÉKTVF) in 2005, suggests that the quality 
of discharged waters has not deteriorated 
since 2004 despite the substantial increase in 
volume after the strategic capital expenditure 
projects. That is first of all due to the sharp 
focus on upgrading support services such 
as waste water treatment during the projects 
targeted at increasing production capacity.
In 2005, we invited bids for cesspool evacua-
tion and waste water transportation services 
to be provided at the TVK site starting 2006. 
The tendering process started in response to 
an environmental incident that occurred at 
the TVK site in connection with the transpor-
tation of waste water. The consequences of 
the incident forced TVK to rethink the options 
available to reduce to a bare minimum the 
risks associated with the transportation of 
substances with potential environmental 
hazard, which may fundamentally affect the 
environmental safety of the premises.
After a review we concluded that we would 
opt for waste water transportation to be 
provided by a contractor selected a strict 
elimination process. As a result, the route of 
the waste water will be traceable from cess-
pool evacuation to disposal and the person(s) 
responsible for any incidents that might occur 
along the way will be ease to identify beyond 
doubt.
In 2006 there were no incidents involving oil 
leakage.
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Subsurface medium
The modernization of the storage tanks in the 
Olefin Plant tank farm continued in 2006 as 
these are the structures that have the most 
serious potential to influence subsurface 
media. The tanks have been reconstructed 
and refitted with a new security feature 
(vacuum monitoring system), which allows 
the detection of even the smallest leakage 
before the stored substances could escape 
into the environment.

A comparison of the results of the monitor-
ing of subsurface waters and the control 
limit excesses recorded for 2005 and 2006 
demonstrated that there were fewer compo-
nents involved in the excesses in 2006 and 
the degree of exceeding control limits was 
also smaller.
There is no cause and effect relationship 
between the properties of the materials used 
and stored by the affected processes and the 
observed instances of pollution.

Waste 
management
The procedures regarding the coding and 
classification of hazardous wastes and the 
allocation of waste types to code categories 
comply with the standards in effect in the 
European Union.

The environmental authority (ÉKTVF) 
approved the TVK Waste Management Plan 
for 2003-2008 on September 15, 2004. The 
Waste Management Plan must be reviewed 
and updated every second year, and the 
results must be reported to the local govern-
ment and ÉKTVF. The 2006 review of the plan 
was completed.

Variances of hazardous waste generated 
and stored in 2005 and 2006

Opening 

(tons)

Increase 

(tons)

Decrease 

(tons)

Closing 

(tons)

2005 331 2778 3081 28

2006 28 2426 2444 10

The chart below provides a more refined 
reflection of the changing volume of waste 
through specific ratios that demonstrate the 
tangible positive effect of BAT technologies.

The costs incurred by managing hazardous 
wastes in 2005 and 2006 amounted, respec-
tively, to HUF 124 million and HUF 58 million.

Volume of hazardous waste per 1 kt of 
ethylene output (t/year)
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TVK became party to the contracts concluded 
at MOL Group level for the transfer of hazard-
ous wastes after considering requirements 
and economic aspects.

We introduced a system of selective collec-
tion of municipal solid waste in 2006 as 
envisaged in our Waste Management Plan for 
2003-2008, which we drafted in accordance 
with the provisions of Government regulation 
126/2003 (VIII.15.).
Accordingly, 14 locations at the TVK site have 
been converted into dual function waste 
collection islands that support the selective 
collection of paper and plastic waste.

The waste management process of TVK was 
reviewed during 2006 with a special focus on 
the collection, storage and transfer of hazard-
ous wastes, which represents the largest cost 
element.
We took the following cost saving measures:

We have switched to a partner that quoted • 
the lowest price for taking delivery with 
regard to all types of waste,
We introduced central coordination in waste • 
management.

We have started to record wastes and 
update waste date in an electronic system 
(EBKINFO), which is used by the HSE function 
and is subject to continuous improvement 
during the trial phase. All in all, we expect the 
system to improve data security and trace-
ability, which will eventually bring further 
cost savings.

No penalties are expected in connection 
with the waste management activities of the 
company in 2006.
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Environmental 
remediation
The management of TVK has surveyed and 
continues to examine the measures and 
the capital expenditure needed so that the 
company can comply with the new legisla-
tive provisions developed in Hungary on the 
basis of EU directives on protecting the envi-
ronment ensure that the company.

We have discovered the following environ-
mental obligations:

ongoing waste management tasks,• 
ongoing soil and ground water remediation • 
tasks,
follow-up tasks after closed remediation • 
projects.

Ongoing waste management tasks:
rehabilitation of the lime slurry storage • 
facilities,
rehabilitation of the emergency waste • 
water reservoir of the olefin and pigment 
plants.

The authorities issued an order requiring TVK 
to rehabilitate the lime slurry storage facili-
ties and to drain and separate the emergency 
waste water storage areas of the olefin and 
pigment plants. The rehabilitation of the lime 
slurry storage facilities progresses in accord-
ance with the methodology approved by 
the authorities. The project started with the 
western pool in 2004 and the removal and 
utilization of the lime slurry have since been 
completed. The drainage of the northern and 
eastern pools and the shipping the lime slurry 
for industrial utilization are in progress. The 
contractor will have to complete the removal 
and utilization of the estimated 110,000 tons 
of lime slurry by the end of 2007. Work started 
in August 2005 and we removed 59,278.62 
tons of lime slurry for disposal as non-hazard-
ous waste under the identification number 
EWC190814 in 2006. Altogether 95,043.1 tons 

of lime slurry has been removed, including 
79,522.8 tons sold so far.

We have concluded an agreement for the 
in situ treatment of the sludge in the waste 
water reservoirs and have received the 
permit from the authorities. Winding up the 
operation of what is known as the “former 
emergency reservoir of the pigment and 
olefin plants” was in progress in line with 
the regulatory licence throughout 2006. We 
expect to complete the project during the 
second half of 2007.
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Ongoing soil and ground water remediation 
tasks:

remediation of the tank farm area of the • 
Olefin Plant
remediation of the area of the emergency • 
reservoir
remediation of the area between TIFO and • 
TVK
remediation of the railway load-unload site• 
remediation of the polluted area located • 
north-west of the railway load-unload site
other projects featuring in the Technical • 
Intervention Plant (TIP):

completing surface geophysical meas-• 
urements
examination of phases heavier than • 
water
continuing well identification measure-• 
ment and studies
monitoring plume dynamics• 
other monitoring• 
investigating health risks in farming • 
area 
technical supervision of remediation • 
project by independent party

The competent environmental author-
ity issued a complex regulatory decision 
concerning the complete TVK-TIFO industrial 
area with reference to the complex Technical 
Intervention Plan (TIP). The order laid out in 
the decision must be carried out collectively 
by TVK and MOL. The two companies set 
forth the related universal liability in a Coop-
eration Agreement signed in July 2006.
A TVK strategy document on the imple-
mentation of all the known and expected 
environmental rehabilitation projects has 
been completed upon regular coordination 
and reconciliation with the Directorate. We 
submitted to the authorities the TIP, which 
specifies the implementation of soil and 
ground water remediation jobs, and received 
several related decisions by the authorities in 
December.

A remediation project is in progress in the 
area south of the Sajó Canal (in the vicinity of 
the Tank Farm and the Emergency Reservoirs) 
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with the reduced technical content identified 
in the TIP.

ÉKTVF, the environmental authority reviewed 
the closing documentation on the reme-
diation of the railway load-unload site and 
approved the section on technical interven-
tion. Simultaneously, the supervisory follow-
up of the remediation project began and will 
be completed during the second quarter 
along with the project concerning the north-
western flare as envisaged in a monitoring 
plan that contains identical content as the TIP 
submitted to the authorities.

Follow-up tasks after closed remediation 
projects:

follow-up to review the new soft water area• 
follow-up to review AKZO-Nobel Zrt. area• 
follow-up to review Geo-Tipptex Kft. area• 
follow-up to review Tiszatextil Kft. area• 
follow-up to review fuel loading area• 

We have been performing the orders received 
continuously under a variety of contracts.
ÉKTVF closed the follow-ups of the areas 
of Geo-Tipptex Kft. and Tiszatextil Kft. We 
submitted the closing documentation of the 
follow-ups of the Fuel Loading Area and the 
new Soft Water Site to the authorities in the 
fourth quarter of 2006.

Integrated Pollution Pre-
vention and Control (IPPC)

Legislation provides that the following plants 
are required to obtain an IPPC licence:

Olefin-1• 
Olefin-2• 
HDPE-1• 
HDPE-2• 
LDPE-1• 
LDPE-2• 
PP-3• 
PP-4• 

We had obtained the required IPPC licences 
for all of our affected plants by late 2006.

Energy efficiency
In 2005 and 2006, respectively, TVK 
purchased 743 GWh and 730 GWh of electric 
power, 2,532 TJ and 2,453 TJ of steam as well 
as 95 million m3 and 83 million m3 of natural 
gas.

To increase the utilization of the combined 
cycle TVK power plant, we operate our 2 
proprietary boilers only to cover consump-
tion peaks and during maintenance.

The steam needed for the operation of TVK 
is provided by operating the power plant, 
which uses cutting edge solutions in terms 
of CO2 emission. After converting the former 
steam heating system, the waste heat of the 
flue gas exhausted by the power plant is now 
recovered and used in an efficient hot water 
system, which reduces thermal losses.
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Focusing on 
People
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The strategy of TVK brings the simultaneous 
achievement of business performance objec-
tives, environmental and social goals into 
sharp focus. The environmental and social 
goals attached to our business performance 
objectives are upheld in our HSE policy and 
through the quality, environmental, health 
and safety systems we apply. The company 
attaches high priority to commitment to its 
employees, to creating safe working condi-
tions, to its environmental commitment, to 
quality awareness, and to its social respon-
sibility.

We also act responsibly in respect of our 
employees. We respect human rights as 
well as the values and diversity of local and 
national cultures. It is our goal to ensure that 
our employees enjoy the benefits of equal 
opportunity, continuous training and safe 

working conditions for their daily work.

Safety at work

The company has been archiving the records 
of work related injuries since 1961. In addi-
tion to the ratios in use inside the MOL Group 
for the analysis of injury statistics we also 
consider the ratios (number of cases per one 
thousand blue collar employees) calculated 
from number of reportable injuries (i.e. ones 
that take over three days to heal) an impor-
tant measurable as it can serve the purpose 
of benchmarking with other employers and 
sectors.

The tendency of the unbroken improvement 
of our injury statistics since 2000 has changed 
due to the major reduction of headcount trig-
gered by repeated rounds of outsourcing. 

Social responsibility

It is our goal to ensure that our 
employees enjoy the benefits of equal 
opportunity, continuous training and 
safe working conditions for their daily 
work. We support the education of 
younger generations, research and the 
arts.
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Although the number of reportable injuries 
has remained unchanged year on year, the 
ratio per thousand employees has increased 
somewhat (12.4%).

As the severity of injuries has changed for 
the better and counterbalances most of 
the increase of the frequency of accidents, 
the risks associated with our business (risk 
= frequency × severity) have essentially 
remained unchanged.

Comparisons with the national average and 
the figures of the chemical sector continue to 
be favourable.

LTIF (Lost Time Injury Frequency, i.e. the 
number of incidents of lost time injury (LTI) 
per one million hours worked), which MOL 
Group uses as an indicative measurable has 
also improved.

Lost Time Injury Frequency (LTIF) 
(Injuries healing over 3 days/1000 blue 
collar employees/years)
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TVK outperformed its injury related objec-
tives in 2006.
Measurable Plan Actual Variance 

%

Total work related inju-

ries

15 11 73.3

LTI 7 5 71.4

LTIF 5.86 4.58 78.2

Work related injury caus-

ing lost capacity to work

8 6 75.0

Fatalities 0 0

Number of severe cases 0 0

Number of intense expo-

sures

20 13 65.0

Frequency of intense 

exposures

7.81 5.41 69.3

Occupational disease 0 0

2004 2005 2006

Near miss incidents related to 

labour safety

1 10 10

Work related injuries were investigated in 
compliance with legal requirements and 
trade expectations. We used the “Cause-
Effect” method for identifying cause and 
effect relationships. The method is suitable 
for identifying all the reasons and for formu-
lating the measures comprehensively.

We are still convinced that the quality of 
investigation contributes heavily to improv-
ing our injury statistics. After several rounds 
of reconciliation and exchanging experi-
ences, the group decided to use a software 
supported method known as TRIPOD for 
analysing the causes of work related injuries 
starting 2007, which is likely to bring quality 
improvements.

Interim improvement measures were required 
to improve conditions in terms of injuries:

We notified affected parties of injury ratios • 
once a month, but unfortunately organiza-
tional units failed to make good use of the 
information.
We called attention to road safety.• 
We kept studying the condition of public • 
roads.
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A safe method has been introduced for the • 
internal traffic of buses.

The case studies published on TVK Intranet 
helped the company draw the conclusions 
comprehensively.

The human factor (or rather human error) 
plays a major role in triggering extraordinary 
events. The number and the consequences 
of undesirable events could be reduced 
substantially by eliminating violations, lack of 
knowledge or mistakes. This is the purpose 
of a group level program known as the Safety 
Workplaces Project, which also covers TVK.
Last year, the elements of the Process Safety 
Management (PSM) were reviewed by system 
managers responsible for operations and the 
staff operating individual components of the 
system at work planning workshops.

A specific indicator of road accidents (RAR), 
which is monitored on a monthly basis, was 
introduced and rolled out across the group.

2005 2006

Road accidents 21 18

RAR 9.01 5.91

We logged 18 road accidents during the year 
that means 36% less accidents than a year 
earlier. Since 2006, we have been keeping 
a separate record of accidents caused by 
ourselves: we were responsible for ¾ of the 
road accidents logged last year. The total 
value of the material damage caused by road 
accidents amounted to HUF 6.7 million. There 
were no personal injuries.

Fire safety
The strategy of TVK calls for preventing 
fires and damage. To achieve that end, the 
company lays heavy emphasis on observing 
the necessary personal and technical require-
ments.

There were 4 fires during 2006. Although the 
number of fires dropped year on year, the 
financial damage was significant (HUF 43.51 
million). The fires caused no personal injury.

Using the conclusions drawn from earlier 
fires, we have taken the necessary steps to 
reduce the number of fires in the future. 

We have held 16 loss prevention drills simu-
lating a variety of events at units with extreme 
fire and explosion hazard with employees 
participating so as to study the actions 
required in an emergency. After the drills, 
participating units evaluated the actions 
taken. 

In September 2006, we held a theoretical 
presentation and a demonstration drill in the 
framework of an international labour safety 
conference organized by the National Direc-
torate General for Disaster Management
(NDGDM). Participating in local, county 
level and national fire fighting competitions 
presents a good opportunity for the volunteer 
corporate firemen to acquire high level skills.

Mechanical pressure breakers were installed 
to complement the sprinkler system at the 
logistics unit of the HDPE-2 Plant to improve 
the level of protection. The fire alarm system 
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of the Olefin-1 Plant has been refurbished 
and the signals of the gas detectors are now 
displayed in the Central Duty Unit.

The regulations concerning trade examina-
tions in fire protection were amended in 
2006. We obtained accreditation for admin-
istering the new type of examination from 
NDGDM and managed to save about HUF 3 
million p.a. in examination fees. We started 
using the new system of examination already 
in December.

The replacement of the NAF S III type fire 
extinguisher located at the IT unit with a 
more modern and environmentally friendly 
water spray HI FOG system.

As planned, the documentation of Work-
places with Potential Explosion Hazard at the 
HDPE-1, LDPE-1 and PP-3 plants has been 
drafted.

During 2006, the Professional Fire Department 
of the Local Government held 6 fire protec-
tion audits, which identified some minor 
discrepancies. No penalty was charged. The 
audit conducted by OKF of the Ministry of the 

Interior arrived at similar conclusions regard-
ing the issue of Safety Reports.

We delivered training to our voluntary corpo-
rate firemen in line with our 2006 training plan. 
We have prepared our firemen for competi-
tions where we achieved outstanding results 
at national level and could also practice rapid 
and professional intervention in the case of 
fire. The fire squads of TVK excelled at the 
10th Flórián Cup Fire Fighting Competition 
held in Zánka by winning nine first, seven 
second and seven third places.
The fire squads of TVK also won several 
medals at a competition organized by the 
Firemen’s Association of B.A.Z. County.

Health protection
TVK performs its duties related to occupational 
health via a contracted service provider.

Professional medical control is especially 
important because of the large number of 
potential hazards employees may get exposed 
to and the severity of potential consequences. 
Health checks cover first of all functional heart, 
blood, urine, hearing and breathing tests.

There were 67 instances of providing patients 
with emergency care last year, which repre-
sents a year on year increase of 6.35%. The 
most frequent forms of care were internal, 
traumatological and neurological by nature.

The occupational health service provider 
performed biological monitoring related to 
medical aptitude tests in accordance with 
an annual schedule. In 2006, there were 538 
tests covering almost 400 persons. We have 
launched several health protection programs, 
for instance in the field of dermatology, urol-
ogy, pulmonology as well as cardiovascular 
and mammography screening. 

We have archived the data of intensive expo-
sures since 1994. We consider monitoring 
such exposures important because know-
ing the background of occupational illnesses 
helps us engage in efficient prevention.
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The frequency of exposures (i.e. the number 
of exposures per one million hours worked), 
which was recently introduced across the 
group as a ratio to be monitored, rose sharply 
in 2003. We think the rise was attributable to 
the replacement of the former health service 
provider, the improved professional quality 
of the occupational health service received 
and the more comprehensive nature of inves-
tigative examinations. The reduction of the 
frequency of exposures in 2005-2006 could be 
due to a labour safety and occupational health 
initiative that focussed on the professional 
investigation of exposure cases and:
– required local management to observe 
employee activities and movements during 
the period that determines the outcome of 
monitoring (i.e. preceding business days),
– allowed the identification of the sources of 
health hazards depending on the outcome of 
medical examination.

To ensure the provision of professional and 
rapid first aid, unit managers had to make 
sure that a person trained in providing first 
aid is available in each work area and in each 
shift: at present there are 236 trained first aid 
providers at 48 locations. Employees receive 
basic training and professional upgrading 
from professional ambulance officers special-
ising in first aid.

We have no knowledge of occupational 
illnesses contracted in 2006.

Like in previous years, we took out a group life 
and health policy covering all of our employ-
ees.

Frequency of exposures (Exposures per 
one million hours worked/year)
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Labour practices and 

decent working conditions

Human capital development 

The company operates the HAY system. It means 
that job positions will always be used as the basis 
for the remuneration system. The largest benefit 
of the system, which also explains its widespread 
use across Europe, is that it makes different remu-
neration systems used by different companies 
easy to compare. Our wage policy measures are 
determined by basic wage increases in line with the 
projected rate of inflation as well as by case by case 
wage increases associated with evaluating individ-
ual job positions taking labour market income levels 
into account and by the recognition of exceptional 
performance.

Each employee receives a bonus at Christmas in the 
form of a benefit corresponding to 1 month’s basic 
wage. Interim individual performance is recognised 
by completely differentiated incentive rates corre-
sponding to 5.5% of annual basic wage. 

Employees continued to receive sizeable optional 
non-wage benefits also in 2006.

In addition to ensuring proper conditions for people 
to perform their jobs safely without disturbance, 
employees are provided with the opportunity to 
advance by continuously increasing their skills and 
practical experience, by disciplined and industrious 
efforts and by good work performance.

We believe that the performance of a company is 
influenced heavily by what the employees think 
of the circumstances among which they work. 
Surveying the opinion of employees is a means of 
improving our knowledge of other, but it also offers 
guidance for the management of the company. 
Consequently, TVK regularly conducts employee 
satisfaction surveys and the results are taken into 
account when we develop our human resources 
strategy and are also published in the company 
newsletter.

In 2006, we conducted a survey called “Round Table” 
to estimate how committed MOL Group employees 
were. We asked 13,500 employees of the eighteen 
largest group companies in six countries to see their 
level of commitment and to identify the factors that 
hinder and the ones that promote their perform-
ance. The results showed that the commitment of 
the Petrochemical employees is generally good and 
corresponds to the average of MOL Group. There 
was even a slight year-on-year increase over 2004. 
One of the top priorities at MOL Group level calls 
for improving employee commitment. The major 
targets of TVK include the development of manage-
ment skills among immediate superiors, additional 
improvement of blue collar working conditions and 
the introduction of more conscious career plan-
ning and motivation. Progress will be measured by 
repeating the survey in 2008.

The company is unquestionably one of the most 
attractive employers in the region. We recognized 
the performance of our employees by paying fair, 
equitable and competitive wages. Our income 
policy rests upon the idea that we remunerate our 
employees above the median of the labour market 
in the Q3±20% band because we believe that the 
achievement of our objectives depends upon the 
availability of trained, creative and motivated staff. 

The average wage of TVK employees is substantially 
higher than both the wages paid by the chemical 
sector and Hungarian average wages in general. 

To develop and strengthen a culture of innovation, 
the company recognizes and rewards financially the 
ideas and proposals that are instrumental for the 
company in providing impulses, technical, organi-
zational or other solutions that can be put to good 
use. We operate a System of Supporting Ideas 
(SSI) designed to manage the proposals submitted 
by employees. The SSI motivates human talent to 
unfold and gain recognition. We reward each idea 
we receive at least by a symbolic amount of HUF 
3,000, but the vast majority of the ideas are suitable 
for utilization.
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Note: figures in HUF 000

We operate a performance evaluation system 
geared to increasing employee job satisfac-
tion, motivation and to promoting success-
ful adaptation to the rapid changes of our 
economic environment. We have developed 
a separate system of performance evaluation 
based on ratios for managers and sales staff 
so as to give more emphasis to the financial 
and efficiency ratios of the company and to 
continue to fortify staff commitment. 

We try to employ local professionals in senior 
management positions. This aspiration is 
reflected by our actual figures as 50% of our 
senior management and 80% of medium tier 
management have been appointed from the 
local pool of professionals.

Labour-management relations

Three representative trade unions, a Works 
Council and a Workplace Labour Safety 
Committee are active as advocacy organs in 
TVK.

After the necessary rounds of coordination, 
TVK was the first to see the creation of a 
parity passed organ in October 2005, which 
worked in line with its own bylaws and an 
approved annual work program. This organ-
ized work helped reconcile major issues in 
a fair manner between the employer and 
employees.

The Labour Safety Committee of TVK and 
employer representatives continued to recon-
cile interests successfully and efficiently in 
2006.

The Parity Organ of TVK has been set up and 
has met on a quarterly basis as scheduled. 
The following important topics were placed 
on its agenda in the course of the year:
• evaluation of the 2005 HSEQ activity,
• coordination of the basic principles of the 
Annual Intervention Plan,
• experiences with the implementation of 
hazard reviews,
• the HSEQ aspects of CAPEX and develop-
ment ideas.

Coordination was in progress at plant level 
too. Labour safety representatives partici-
pated in the work of the workplace level 
labour safety committees and in investigating 
injuries. They requested information about 
labour safety issues emerging at workplaces 
and forwarded the ideas and observations of 
employees.

The work and interest advocacy efforts of 
the Committee were hindered by the devel-
opment of MOL Group integrated opera-
tions. Solutions will have to be found for the 
manner of participating in group level deci-
sions and the creation of a legitimate form of 
operations.

TVK employees are free to set up organisa-
tions to ensure higher level representation of 
their interests. In terms of costs, the weight 
of interest representation has increased in 
recent years. The same phenomenon can 
also be described by the ratio of member-
ship in various organisations or the degree 
of unionisation (2001: 64%, 2002: 67%, 2003: 
69%, 2004: 64%, 2005: 64.3%, and 2006: 
64.5%). 
The Company Act supports the activities 
of trade unions over and above the letter of 
the law (through forms such as organising 
training courses and participation in confer-
ences).

Number of submitted ideas and 
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The Labour Safety Committee of TVK and 
employer representatives continued to recon-
cile interests successfully and efficiently in 
2006.

The Parity Organ of TVK has been set up and 
has met on a quarterly basis as scheduled. 
The following important topics were placed 
on its agenda in the course of the year:

• evaluation of the 2005 HSEQ activity,• 
• coordination of the basic principles of the • 
Annual Intervention Plan,
• experiences with the implementation of • 
hazard reviews,
• the HSEQ aspects of CAPEX and develop-• 
ment ideas.

Coordination was in progress at plant level 
too. Labour safety representatives partici-
pated in the work of the workplace level 
labour safety committees and in investigating 
injuries. They requested information about 
labour safety issues emerging at workplaces 
and forwarded the ideas and observations of 
employees.

The work and interest advocacy efforts of 
the Committee were hindered by the devel-
opment of MOL Group integrated opera-
tions. Solutions will have to be found for the 
manner of participating in group level deci-
sions and the creation of a legitimate form of 
operations.

TVK employees are free to set up organisa-
tions to ensure higher level representation of 
their interests. In terms of costs, the weight 
of interest representation has increased in 
recent years. The same phenomenon can 
also be described by the ratio of member-
ship in various organisations or the degree 
of unionisation (2001: 64%, 2002: 67%, 2003: 
69%, 2004: 64%, 2005: 64.3%, and 2006: 
64.5%). 
The Company Act supports the activities 
of trade unions over and above the letter of 
the law (through forms such as organising 
training courses and participation in confer-
ences).

The representation of employees is subject to 
local agreements and conventions with trade 
unions. Conventions create more favourable 
conditions than laws. TVK has a Collective 
Bargaining Agreement in place for an indefi-
nite term and we concluded a medium term 
agreement with interest advocacy organs 
about the wage and benefit system applica-
ble from 2007 to 2009.

Employees may communicate their opinion 
on decisions to management in an organised 
manner via the aforementioned organisa-
tions. The management of the company 
coordinates all matters with the trade unions 
that have a bearing on the social and working 
conditions of employees. We hold a Human 
Coordination meeting once a week, which 
serves as a forum for interest advocacy 
organisations. This solution goes beyond the 
statutory obligations of the company. If any of 
the parties raise a matter, it will be discussed 
with the HR function as well as the manag-
ers of the affected areas. Labour Safety HR 
Coordination meetings are held monthly to 
discuss matters related to HSE exclusively. 
Moreover, forums are organised to discuss 
all human resources programs, regardless 
of level. At these meetings employees may 
ask management to respond to questions 
directly.
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Training and development

It is our basic philosophy that highly quali-
fied, motivated labour fully committed to 
the company is one of the most factors 
contributing to the successful attainment 
of our strategic goals. The development of 
the company requires an increasing number 
of well-trained, well-informed and talented 
professional people. The rapid changes of 
technology and the constant modification 
of job responsibilities require employees to 
acquire new trade related knowledge and 
skills much faster now than at any time in the 
past.
TVK has a stake in developing strategic human 
resources, i.e. in getting the right people with 
right training to be at the right place at the 
right time, which forms the basis of sustain-
ing the efficiency of a company in the long 
run. Also, as time passes most individuals in 
an organisation become increasingly inter-
ested in their own development, in acquiring 
new skills and competences, which leads to 
continuous personal growth and long term 
satisfaction. Career management is a key 
process that integrates individual goals with 
the objectives of an organisation.
The company has launched a program of 
systematic career planning which seeks to 
ensure proper preparations for and to develop 
the people affected by succession by creat-
ing challenging advancement opportunities. 
The purposes of starting up the program 
include:
- higher flexibility (flexible organisational 
units, team work, improving the capacity of 
employees to innovate),
- stronger motivation (improving job motiva-
tion, job satisfaction and job climate along 
with the reaching stronger commitment to 
corporate goals),
- availability of trained staff (increasing the 
level of qualifications, ensuring a proper 
second line, improving the skills needed to 
perform current jobs and enhancing training 
potential),
- considering the needs of the individual 
(better pay, secure social status, better 
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propensity to be retained, improved mobility 
and the opportunity to reach career goals).

Institutional training and individual devel-
opment are gradually complemented by 
“on-the-job” training and team development 
oriented towards organizational development 
as envisaged in our strategic priorities. 92 
future employees participated in fire safety, 
environmental, quality and information tech-
nology training and a total of 1,156 employees 
attended HR development programs. Train-
ing time was close to 60 thousand hours and 
the total training expenditure came to HUF 81 
million. The company launched its STAFÉTA 
(RELAY) program in the polymer and olefin 
plants, which is a conscious orchestrated 
company-wide effort designed to develop 
and the next generation of supervisors and 
chief systems operators and to help promote 
their professional advancement. A total of 
154 employees participated in Management 
of Change and Management Development 
Training as part of the program. A general 
course for training chemical technicians was 

launched in cooperation with Erdey-Grúz 
Tibor Vocational School of Chemical Engi-
neering with 21 employees attending.

Equal opportunity and di-
versity

These rights are guaranteed under the Collec-
tive Bargaining Agreement, the MOL Group 
Code of Ethics and agreements with the 
trade unions. Although there is no system of 
supervision, there were no problems in this 
area in 2006. We developed all of the relevant 
corporate processes in a manner to minimize 
the likelihood of discrimination. TVK does not 
tolerate any form of discrimination. 
In its capacity as employer TVK pays maxi-
mum attention to the human dignity of 
employees in the connections between 
employer and employees by following the 
principles of equal opportunity and through 
management attitude towards employees 
(Intranet forum, Round Table survey, etc.).
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The company reviews the Code of Ethics and 
related publications annually with a view to 
the changes of the domestic and international 
legal environment, international standards 
and the shifts in MOL Group strategy and 
vision.

Human rights

Our human rights regulations are subject to 
the Collective Bargaining Agreement, the 
MOL Group Code of Ethics and agreements 
with the trade unions. People affected may 
contact the Ethics Committee, the Works 
Council (as in-company forums) and to trade 
unions (as forums outside the structure of the 
company). 
Moreover, TVK operates its HR system that 
opens channels for employees to ask for 
assistance directly for solving a problem by 
avoiding the reporting line. We are commit-
ted to human rights and our results show that 
the organisation has not faced a problem of 
this nature.
In its capacity as employer TVK ensures the 

protection of and respect for the fundamental 
human rights of its employees by system-
atically observing and causing all parties 
to observe the related laws (Constitution, 
Labour Code, Act on Labour Safety, Act on 
the Confidential Nature of Personal Informa-
tion, Act on the Freedom of Association) and 
internal rules (Collective Bargaining Agree-
ment and Code of Ethics).

Protecting and giving effect to fundamental 
human rights are manifested particularly in 
the following areas:

TVK consistently avoids any form of • 
discrimination or negative discrimination in 
awarding employment contracts and main-
taining employment and seeks to uphold 
the requirements of equal treatment.
All TVK employees have the right to set up • 
or join a trade union to defend their inter-
ests and to give voice to their opinions. TVK 
respects the rights of interest advocacy 
organisations.
TVK supports protecting the physical and • 
spiritual health of its employees by imple-
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menting a variety of measures. It seeks to 
apply state-of-the-art technical solutions 
to ensure safe working conditions without 
health hazards. It has organised its labour 
safety, health service and medical care 
functions to achieve the aforementioned 
goals.
TVK observes the rules governing working • 
time and recognises the right of employees 
to rest, to have leisure time and to regu-
lar paid holidays. Black labour and sham 
contracts are unknown phenomena at TVK.
The right to keep personal information • 
confidential inures to the benefit of all TVK 
employees.
All employees may seek remedy under law • 
against employer actions that violate an 
employee right or legitimate interest. TVK 
operates an independent legal assistance 
service to help employees assert and give 
effect to their rights.

Social investment

We have traditionally attached high prior-
ity to educating future generations and to 
promoting healthy ways of living, to commit-
ting to our natural and social environment, to 
sciences and the arts. The company is proud 
to represent these values and bends over 
backwards to share resources with people 
who are capable of exceptional individual or 
team achievements based on professional 
work, expertise and excellence.
The publicly visible results of our social 
investment fall in line with the basic princi-
ples of our sponsorship policy. The order of 
magnitude of our annual spending on spon-
sorship and support is one hundred million. 
The sponsorship agreements and support 
contracts of the company look back on several 
years of successfully connections and coop-
eration projects. In sponsorship, we also give 
effect to the principle laid down among our 
core values: we seek to entertain long term 
business relations based on mutual benefits.
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To ensure the availability of properly skilled 
professionals, TVK maintains a variety of 
close contacts with secondary and tertiary 
training institutions and helps their teaching 
efforts and research work with significant 
funds. Three universities and five vocational 
schools received altogether HUF 39 million 
worth of development support charged 
to vocational contribution account of the 
Company.

As a committed supporter of culture and 
sciences, we aim first of all to act as a 
supporter of the high ranking events and 
institutions of our region. By supporting the 
National Theatre of Miskolc, the Piano Festi-
val of Tiszadob and the International Opera 
Festival of Miskolc, the company contributes 
heavily to enriching the region with excellent 
cultural events year after year.

Our commitment to supporting museums 
has been expressed by years of support 
provided to the Herman Ottó Museum and 
the Hungarian Chemistry Museum. We were 
also pleased to act as a sponsor of the Plas-
tics Exhibition of the Museum of Ethnography 
in 2006. TVK is one of the producers of the 
raw material which served as the sole central 
theme of the exhibition and is a source of the 
culture in plastics which surrounds us. It was 
a fortunate development that we could team 
with the museum to implement this large 
scale exhibition of close to 500 objects.

The 10th TVK Triathlon World Cup and Big 
Week was the highlight of our sponsorship 
program. We are proud to have been part 
of the supporters cheering for the champi-
ons in 2006. We share the success of Júlia 
Sebestyén, Olympic skater; the Tiszaújváros 
Water Sports Club, the Hungarian Triathlon 
Association, the TVK Mali Triathlon Club and 
the TVK Balloon Team as each of them are 
outstanding representatives or our region.

The Foundation for the Future of Tiszaújváros 
united forces with the local government to 
support outstanding programs and person-
alities that determine the life and reputation 
of the home-town of TVK. TVK for the Devel-
opment of the Southern Borsod Sub-region 
Foundation, established in 2000, aims to 
help the Sub-region close its fundamentally 
social, training and health related backlog. 
Since 2000 the foundation has supported 
315 students with fellowships as part of its 
application project called “For talented chil-
dren with good academic performance and 
handicaps” and has backed bodies of the 
31 villages of the Sub-region dedicated to 
the improvement of local inhabitants´ living 
conditions in 290 projects.
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Performance data

Economic performance data
Financial data 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006

Net profit (HUF million) 1,819 5,278 8,947 6,409 17,271

ROACE (%) 0.6 5.7 13.3 9.5 11.8

Total return to shareholders - % TVK Plc. 21.23 0.38 27.94 4.38 n.a.

Company taxation (HUF million) 710 -1,220 2,943 1,677 149

Environmental performance data
Air (tons) 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006

CO2 814,680 824,112 846,948 1,299,877 1,111,518

SO2 14 22 21 24 57

VOC 2 19 3 8 27

NOX 495 431 448 453 552

CO 208 22 35 47 71

PM 26 10 11 14 23

CH4 365 353 371 595 578
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Waste (tons) 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006

Hazardous 2,817 2,059 2,202 2,778 2,455

Other (non-hazardous)* 52,214 49,971 74,160 71,269 60,603

Disposed 51,980 49,362 13,022 2,087 1799

Utilized/recycled 1,460 2,132 59,976 65,916 59,724

* Also includes waste from remediation projects (70,961 tons, 64,765 tons and 59,279 tons, respectively, 
in 2004, 2005 and 2006 from the liquidation of the lime slurry storage facility)

Water (tons) 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006

TPH (tons) 13.9 12.4 14.2 26.7 22.5

KOI 156.2 159.6 210 279 275

SS 6,300 7,100 4,978 – -

Drinking water consumption (m3) 249,957 216,490 193,310 607,911 507,691

Process water consumption 7,557,917 7,518,042 5,715,218 8,699,624 11,442,139

Oil leakages over 1 m3 (cases) 0 0 0 0 0

Social performance data
Employees 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006

Total TVK employees 2,056 1,873 1,571 1,454 1,200

Ratio of unionised employees (%) 67 69 64 66.05 64.5

Ratio of women in level 3 or higher 
management position

25 27 11 8 4

Average employee monthly compensation 213,925 228,322 265,109 298,333 318,662

Women in total workforce (%) 32.6 33.1 32.7 30.0 31.9 

Distribution of employees by age and sex

Male Female Total

21-24 years 18 1 19

25-29 years 51 16 67

30-34 years 141 61 202

35-39 years 139 74 213

40-44 years 125 62 187

45-49 years 131 72 203

50-54 years 125 81 206

55-59 years 73 26 99

60 + years 4 – 4

Total 807 393 1200

Note: Status at December 31, 2006
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APC (Advance Process Control) – The 
APC system means a high level system of 
process control. In the case of TVK, it practi-
cally means that we have a faster and more 
sophisticated tool than operator interventions 
for controlling changes in individual proc-
esses. A processor takes much shorter reac-
tion time to determine what process needs 
controlling or modifying in order to reverse a 
deviation from a target value. 
BAT (Best Available Technique) – Ap-
plication of the Best Available Technique in a 
certain area
COD (chemical oxygen demand) – A 
measure of the level of pollution in waste wa-
ter, or the quantity of oxygen required for the 
chemical oxidation of the components of or-
ganic substances in a unit of waste water
Copolymer – Polymer constructed of two or 
more different monomers
DQMS (Development Quality Manage-
ment System) – quality management project 
of MOL Group
EB (Executive Board) – A committee set 
up for performing integrated corporate gov-
ernance responsibilities at MOL Group level, 

which is responsible first of all for implement-
ing the MOL Group strategy and the opera-
tional management of MOL Group functions.
EBITDA – Earnings before interest, taxes, de-
preciation and amortisation (the sum of oper-
ating profits and depreciation)
EFQM (European Foundation for Qual-
ity Management) – the organization man-
aging the European Business Excellence Prize
ÉKÖVÍZIG – Northern Hungarian Environ-
mental and Water Management Authority
ÉKTVF – Northern Hungarian Directorate of 
Environmental Protection, Nature Conserva-
tion and Water Management
EMAS (Eco-Management and Audit 
Scheme) – As a system of environmental 
management and certification in the European 
Union, EMAS offers voluntary participation.
Ethylene – The first member of the alkene 
homologous series, empirical formula: C2H4. 
There is double bond between the two carbon 
atoms.
Frequency of Intense Exposures – 
Number of reported intense exposures per 1 
million hours worked
GRIG (Global Reporting Initiative 
Guideline) – A process that affects several 

Glossary of terms
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stakeholders and an independent institution 
with the mission to develop and disseminate 
globally acceptable guidelines for sustainabil-
ity reports.
Hazardous wastes – Wastes showing one 
or more of the features listed in Annex 2 of Act 
XLIII of 2000, or containing such substances 
or components and representing a health or 
environmental hazard because of origin, com-
position or concentration.
HDPE – High Density Polyethylene
Homopolymer – Polymer constructed of 
identical monomers
HSE – The Health, Safety and Environmental 
Protection organization of TVK
HSEQ – The Health, Safety, Environmental 
Protection and Quality organization of TVK
IMS – Integrated Management System
IPPC  – Integrated Pollution Prevention and 
Control
ISO standards – The name is derived from 
the International Organization for Standardi-
zation (ISO), which was founded in 1947 to 
“promote the international coordination and 
harmonization of industrial standards”. At 
present it has 148 members represented in 
the organization mostly by a body responsi-
ble for national standards, which in the case of 
Hungary is the Hungarian Standard Organiza-
tion. ISO standards are international technical 
agreements that facilitate the global coordina-
tion, measurement, comparison and rating of 
technologies, production processes and the 
services based on them.
ISO 9001:2000 – The standard applicable 
to quality management systems. The part af-
ter the colon shows the date of publishing.
ISO 14001:2004 – The standard applicable 
to environmentally oriented management sys-
tems.
LDPE – Low Density Polyethylene
LTI (Lost Time Injury) – Injuries leading to 
lost working hours
LTIF (Lost Time Injury Frequency) – The 
number of incidents of lost time injury (LTI) 
per one million hours worked 
MDPE – Medium Density Polyethylene
Monomer – The basic material of the process 
of polymerisation

OHSAS 18001:1999 – The standard ap-
plicable to occupational health protection and 
safety management systems
Olefin – A member of the alkene homolo-
gous series with dual bond. Empirical formula 
CnH2n.
PE 100 – Bimodal HDPE pipe grade raw mate-
rial. Gas and drinking water pipes made of bi-
modal HDPE have a useful life of minimum 50 
years with circumferential stress at 10 MPa.
PM – Airborne non-toxic particulate matter 
generated by burning or other technological 
processes. Fractions below 10 µm (PM10) are 
the most dangerous.
Polyethylene – A polymer made up of ethyl-
ene monomer, which may contain monomers 
other than ethylene known as comonomers.
Polymer – A complexity of repeating units of 
organic or inorganic macromolecules
Polypropylene – A polymer made up of pro-
pylene monomer, which may contain mono-
mers other than propylene known as comono-
mers.
Propylene – The second member of the 
alkene homologous series, empirical formula: 
C3H6. There is a single double bond between 
two carbon atoms.
PSM – Process safety management system
ROACE – Return on Average Capital Em-
ployed
SS – Solid substances, i.e. particles that do 
not dissolve in water
TIP – Technical Intervention Plan
TPH (total aliphatic hydrocarbons) – Pe-
troleum fractions. A measure of the presence 
of organic pollutants (derived from petroleum) 
in water.
TQM (Total Quality Management) – a 
management method, philosophy and corpo-
rate practice, which uses available human and 
material resources at the highest level of ef-
ficiency to achieve corporate goals. 
TRIPOD – a philosophy aimed at managing 
the controllable aspects of human error in the 
working environment.
TROIF – Total Reportable Occupational Illness 
Frequency per one million hours worked
VOC – Organic compounds volatile at room 
temperature, hydrocarbons
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Questionnaire
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Please print, fill in and return to our address the following questionnaire. Thank you for helping 
us to improve the content and aesthetic quality of future reports with your observations and 
recommendations. Attention: Gábor Pálffy Address: TVK Nyrt. 3581 Tiszaújváros, Pf. 20 
Telephone: +36 49 522-917 • Fax: +36 49 521-018

From:................................................................... Company:......................................................
Telephone:.......................................................... Fax:................................................................
Date:...................................................................................................................................................

1. My ideas and recommendations concerning the report:
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
...................………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………...................………………………………………………………………………………………

2. I think the report and the information it contains cover the issues related to sustainable develop-
ment:
□ yes, completely  □ yes, mostly   □ yes, in general
□ no, hardly   □ no, no coverage at all

3. I think the content of the report is:
□ excellent   □ acceptable   □ average
□ poorer than average  □ unacceptable

4. I think the layout and editing of the report is:
□ excellent   □ acceptable   □ average
□ poorer than average  □ unacceptable

5. I found the following parts especially interesting:
□ Introduction of the company □ Highlights and lowlights  □ Governance systems
□ Caring for the environment □ Focusing on People  □ Other: ……………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..…

6. I think this report would be more valuable if it included the following topics:
.......................................................................................................................................................................
.......................................................................................................................................................................
.......................................................................................................................................................................

7. Please let us know which stakeholder group you belong to:
□ employee   □ authority   □ fi nancial analyst
□ scientifi c organisation  □ NGO    □ company
□ business partner   □ shareholder   □ other: ………………........

Aláírás:…………………………………………………………
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Corporate Information

Head Office
3581 Tiszaújváros, TVK Ipartelep, Gyári út
Mailing address: H-3581 Tiszaújváros, Pf. 20
Central phone: +36 49/522-222
Central fax: +36 49/521-322
E-mail: tvkinfo@tvk.hu
Website: www.tvk.hu
Branch office: 1117 Budapest, Október 
huszonharmadika u. 18. 2nd floor

Corporate Communications
3581 Tiszaújváros, TVK Ipartelep, Gyári út
Mailing address: 3581 Tiszaújváros, Pf. 20
Telephone: +36 49/522-917
Central fax: +36 49/521-018
E-mail: SDreport@tvk.hu

HSE
3581 Tiszaújváros, TVK Ipartelep, Gyári út
Mailing address: 3581 Tiszaújváros, Pf. 20
Telephone: +36 49/522-317
Central fax: +36 49/522-354
E-mail: ebk@tvk.hu

MOL Group
You can find the online version of the reports 
of MOL Group companies (together with 
previous ones) at the websites www.mol.hu 
and www.molgroup.hu.
To order a printed English language version 
of the reports, please contact:
MOL Hungarian Oil & Gas Plc.
Corporate Communications
1986 Budapest

Tiszai Vegyi Kombinát (TVK Plc.)
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